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Podcast

Ethics Talk: How Should Clinicians Respond to False Beliefs in Health Care?
FROM THE EDITOR

The Internet, Ethics, and False Beliefs in Health Care
Annie J. Tsay, MPH

False beliefs—those at odds with established bodies of evidence—have a number of origins, including the internet or personal experience. Such beliefs can be held by clinicians as well as patients; in the context of health care, they deserve clinical and ethical attention mainly because they can cause harm. The current preponderance of fake news, persistence of social media as a vehicle to disseminate it, and increasing abundance and easy availability of information—including health-related information—suggest the clinical and ethical importance of focusing on the role of perspective.

According to which criteria ought we to evaluate a perspective and regard it as right or wrong? What makes a health care decision a “best” decision? Should personal and professional experiences have authority in decision making even if they are not consistent with clinical practice standards and the body of evidence that supports them? These questions will be explored from clinical, ethical, legal, and cultural perspectives in this issue of the *AMA Journal of Ethics*.

These cross-disciplinary perspectives offer guidance on how we should think about what constitutes evidence and facts and what kind of authority we grant them. For example, we generally expect members of guideline panels—to be they clinical epidemiologists, physicians, researchers, or other professionals—to be capable of interpreting evidence and facts. However, given the same set of data, panel members’ conclusions about best practice recommendations can differ immensely. Guideline panels are typically composed of generalists whose views on screening criteria are often more conservative than specialists because “they have little to gain from the recommendations” and are “chosen for their skills in critical appraisal.” In some instances, those who offer recommendations might not be the same professionals who use the guidelines to care for patients. Too often, guidelines use evidence-based data published in high-caliber journals, which we often take for granted as being unbiased though we must learn to critically appraise everything we read. This issue is considered by the CMO of the Schwartz Center for Compassionate Healthcare, Beth A. Lown, and general internist Karen E. Victor, in responding to a case in which a physician offers advice based on personal experience and against current guidelines. The authors argue that in such circumstances, physicians should explain their rationale for deviating from clinical guidelines and respect a patient’s autonomy when that patient makes a different treatment decision. Clinicians’ false beliefs are also examined by researcher Elizabeth Boskey and surgeons Amir Taghinia and Oren Ganor. They discuss how health care
professionals’ concerns about public accommodation laws intended to protect transgender persons from discrimination can be addressed through analogizing to discriminatory behavior in other contexts.

Two other cases examine a caregiver’s or patient’s false beliefs. Responding to a case of a parent who has false beliefs about her child’s progressing illness, pediatricians Conrad Krawiec and Benjamin Levi show how clinicians can address a parent’s false beliefs by understanding that parent’s perspective, engaging in shared decision making, and, when necessary, reporting neglect. In a third ethical case about a patient with a vegan diet who refuses to take supplements, medical student Elizabeth Southworth and bioethicist Kayhan Parsi argue that taking a food history allows clinicians to provide quality care while respecting patient autonomy, although clinicians need to be honest with patients about the lack of regulation and risks of supplements.

In addition to one-on-one communication between private parties, the internet has emerged as a means for propagating and widely disseminating false beliefs. The need to gather (accurate) information quickly has created a niche for open-access sites like Wikipedia, whose host, the Wikimedia Foundation, has as its mission to contribute to “a world in which every single human being can freely share in the sum of all knowledge.” As a student, clinician, researcher, or private citizen with a question, it is tempting and often more efficient to get an answer from sources like Wikipedia rather than using a 2-step authentication process to access a subscription resource. The emergence of readily available information coupled with an abundance of web-based false information prompts the question: Should crowdsourced sources like Wikipedia be used in medical practice and education? Cognitive psychologist Jennifer Meka and medical student Alyssa Vigliotti discuss how medical educators can teach students to appropriately assess and use information from online sources. And health care ethicist Dónal P. O’Mathúna discusses ethical principles that have motivated Wikipedia’s efforts to improve the quality of its content and physicians’ obligations to help patients evaluate online information.

With the emergence of easily accessible information on the internet, one might wonder who should regulate online information and false speech. Public health law expert Joel T. Wu and public policy expert Jennifer B. McCormick not only discuss whether health-related internet-based information should be regulated through constitutional law but also suggest that regulation by government alone is insufficient. Appealing to the American Medical Association (AMA) Code of Medical Ethics, they argue that health care professionals have ethical responsibilities to convey and help their patients obtain accurate health information. And AMA health law editor Scott J. Schweikart argues that false beliefs in medicine can be regulated by the legal doctrines of false speech and professional speech.
Two articles discuss strategies for overcoming patients’ false beliefs. While scientific articles are meant to present unbiased data, they can be difficult for the public to interpret. McCormick discusses her experience as an ethics consultant addressing false beliefs in translational science, especially therapeutic misconception (ie, research participants’ belief that an experimental agent will personally benefit them) by repeatedly engaging participants in discussions of research risks and benefits. And resident physicians Divya Yerramilli and Alexandra Charrow collaborate with bioethicist Arthur Caplan to discuss how celebrity cancer narratives can influence patterns of care; they argue that clinicians should become familiar with these narratives and discuss with patients how they might be influencing their views and decisions.

Finally, 2 contributions highlight the role of visuals in combatting or perpetuating false beliefs. Cardiologist and photographer Joseph Gascho dispels the false belief that physicians do not have time for personal pursuits and self-care by juxtaposing images of physicians wearing white coats with images of physicians engaging in personal pursuits. And AMA archivist Amber Dushman presents images from the AMA Historical Health Fraud and Alternative Medicine Collection that provide insight into medical quackery and how the AMA responded to particular instances of it.

Finally, the podcast highlights what experts in public policy, innovative physician-scientists, and scientific representatives believe are possible avenues to address the dissemination of false beliefs in health care. McCormick and Diane E. Griffin of Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and Albert I. Ko of the Yale School of Public Health will share theoretical, practical, and personal perspectives to address this emerging issue.

We hope that this theme issue provides fresh perspectives on false beliefs in medicine, as technology and crowdsourced online resources that tend to enable their rapid propagation are here to stay. New challenges include ways to appropriately utilize and regulate the vast amount of data and web-based information readily available, which can interfere with patient-physician relationships. This issue highlights how clinicians and educators can address these challenges by striving to form productive alliances with patients and by motivating patients’ and students’ critical thinking about the information they consume to prevent false beliefs’ propagation in communities.
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CASE AND COMMENTARY

Should a Physician Offer Recommendations Based on Experience but Contrary to Current Practice Guidelines?
Beth A. Lown, MD and Karen E. Victor, MD

Abstract
This case of a patient whose physician refuses to prescribe statins for high cholesterol raises ethical issues about a physician's decision to offer clinical recommendations contrary to current practice guidelines. Our response summarizes social forces that have led to the rise of evidence-based medicine, the development of clinical guidelines, and the evolution of the roles of physicians and patients in decision making. We conclude that there are times when a physician can justifiably make a recommendation to a patient that contravenes a current clinical guideline. In making such a recommendation, we suggest that a physician should communicate a rationale for deviating from clinical guidelines and respect a patient's autonomy. We consider the need for and limitations of clinical guidelines, numerous factors influencing shared decision making, and key ethical principles of nonmaleficence and respect for patient autonomy.

Case
Mr S is a 50-year-old man who presents to his primary care physician in rural Pennsylvania. He is here to see Dr O for his annual physical examination. Dr O took care of Mr S’s parents and now cares for Mr S’s wife and their 3 adult children. Mr S has known Dr O for a long time and considers him not just his physician, but a friend.

Mr S and Dr O begin with some social conversation, then discuss his current health and concerns and proceed to the physical exam, which suggests no abnormalities. Dr O reviews Mr S’s recent bloodwork. Despite 6 months of lifestyle modifications, Mr S continues to have elevated low-density lipoprotein (LDL) and total cholesterol levels, and lower than normal high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol. Dr O thinks that Mr S should continue with the current plan and recheck his lipid panel in 6 months. However, Mr S is concerned that his high cholesterol will not significantly improve in another 6 months and asks Dr O, “Shouldn’t I be taking statins or some kind of medication for my high cholesterol at this point, Doc?” Dr O answers as follows: “I don’t prescribe statins, which are a class of cholesterol-lowering medications recommended by the American Heart Association. I have taken them myself and experienced terrible muscle pain, which
is a well-documented side effect, to the point where it affected my ability to walk. I have had a couple of other patients who were on statins and stopped taking them because of severe side effects. Given my personal experiences with statins, I’ve stopped prescribing them altogether. My role as a good physician is to help improve your quality of life, not worsen it. Statins negatively affected my quality of life and I think they will negatively affect yours, too. Rather than statins, I recommend that you continue with lifestyle changes including increased exercise and a low-fat diet.”

Mr S sat in silence contemplating his response. Dr O has been his trusted physician for nearly all his adult life, but he wonders why Dr O is recommending something inconsistent with well-established practice guidelines.

**Commentary**

This case raises 2 fundamental and interrelated issues of doctoring: On what basis should physicians make treatment recommendations? And what is the role of the patient and the physician in formulating treatment decisions? These questions pertain to the epistemology and relational foundations of medicine. Epistemology is a branch of philosophy concerned with sources of knowledge and what constitutes truth. Philosophers diverge on the question of which criteria should be regarded as justifying a belief. Some (“evidentialists”) require evidence sufficient to prove that the cause of a phenomenon is not the result of chance. Others (“reliabilists”) maintain that a belief is justified if it arises from reliable cognitive faculties and considers the probability of a phenomenon’s occurrence. These ideas have important applicability to health care. For example, ideally a physician should make treatment recommendations based, at a minimum, on a thorough understanding of the best available evidence of potential benefits and harms of treatment options while considering the patient’s goals, preferences, and social context. A physician also needs to maintain awareness of how his or her own cognitive and affective biases might affect his or her decision making. We conclude that Dr O would be justified in making a recommendation contrary to clinical guidelines if he accomplished all the above and met specific obligations to his patient. We do not believe Dr O met these requirements in this case.

**Statin Guidelines and Possible Explanations of Dr O’s Recommendation**

The relevant guidelines are the 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) statin guidelines. These guidelines changed the previous risk assessment model and lowered the risk threshold considered sufficient to warrant primary prevention statin therapy to levels below those of other leading international guidelines. Per the ACC/AHA guidelines, statins are recommended for persons without clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) or diabetes who are 40 to 75 years of age, have LDL cholesterol levels between 70 and 189 mg/dL, and have an estimated 10-year ASCVD risk of ≥ 7.5%. The guidelines also advise against specific cholesterol target levels, advocating instead for treatment intensity according to risk
category.\textsuperscript{2} The US Preventive Services Task Force advises therapy based on the presence of 1 or more CVD risk factors and a 10-year CVD risk of 10% or greater.\textsuperscript{3} There is no consensus among national or international guidelines about these recommendations.\textsuperscript{4} Disagreement among experts rightfully raises questions among practicing physicians about whether a specific treatment recommendation consistent with one of these guidelines would be based on a justified belief.

The case does not indicate whether Dr O believes there is sufficient evidence to support the ACC/AHA guidelines. Assuming he does and that Mr S falls within recommended treatment thresholds, recommending a statin would be based on Dr O’s justified belief that this would be beneficial. Alternatively, suppose Dr O does not agree that sufficient evidence supports the guidelines or is skeptical in view of differences in guideline risk models and treatment thresholds. He would not be obliged to recommend statins in this situation, as a recommendation would not be based, in his mind, on a justified belief. In this case, however, Dr O seems unaware that his exclusive focus on his negative personal experiences with statins may reflect cognitive bias, hijacking his decision-making process and influencing his recommendations. More specifically, his personal experience as a patient may have generated cognitive availability bias (judging a phenomenon as more likely to occur because it springs readily to mind) and base rate neglect (ignoring the known prevalence of a condition because one is focused on a specific case).\textsuperscript{5,6} Both possibilities may have led him to weigh the harms of statins more heavily than their benefits. If so, his recommendations would not rest on a justified belief and would be unsupported. It is also possible that Dr O is not familiar with the guidelines.

Regarding the second question about the role of patient and physician in decision making, although Dr O seems genuinely concerned for the patient’s quality of life, he fails to integrate the patient’s concerns and preferences into his recommendations. This omission does not emerge from issues related to the evidence upon which the guidelines are based. Rather, it may emerge from a physician-centered orientation to decision making, lack of knowledge about the impact of patients’ active involvement in their care on health outcomes, or lack of interpersonal and communication skills.

As we discuss next, the challenge of justifying clinical recommendations led to the evolution of clinical practice guidelines.

**Challenges in the Development of Medical Standards**

The American College of Surgeons published the first professional guidelines regarding cancer care services and fracture management in 1931, followed by the American Academy of Pediatrics, which produced practice guidelines regarding immunizations for children in 1938.\textsuperscript{7} After World War II, the evolution of randomized, controlled trials offered new tools to assess the efficacy of newly developed therapeutics.\textsuperscript{8} Subsequent expansion of federal funding for research and the expanded role of government as health...
care provider, purchaser, and overseer of the public’s health contributed significantly to the mandate for standards to ensure the quality of care.7

Professional standards review organizations, established in 1972 through amendments to the Social Security Act, enabled the development of data systems that uncovered wide variations in practice and care quality,7 leading to calls for more rigorous application of research-based evidence to clinical care. David Sackett, acknowledged as the father of evidence-based medicine (EBM), defined it as “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients.”9 The practice of EBM involves integrating the physician’s clinical expertise (knowledge, proficiency, and judgment acquired through experience and reflective practice) with the best available evidence from systematic research.9,10 EBM pioneers acknowledged that appropriate variations in practice might arise from physicians’ using their clinical judgment and knowledge of patients’ circumstances in addition to the results of rigorous research to guide care.9 Some variations, of course, might arise from lack of awareness of research findings.

Proponents of EBM and clinical guidelines encountered considerable backlash from physicians who objected to formulaic, “cookbook medicine.”9,11 Tensions emerged among those who viewed evidence-based guidelines as a means to consolidate professional power and others who viewed them as impinging on physicians’ autonomy.12 Nevertheless, the convergence of rapidly expanding medical knowledge, technology, and treatments and the desire to reduce variation and improve quality of care has led to the development of myriad clinical practice and prevention guidelines by medical organizations and specialty societies.7 The relationship between physicians and guidelines has become even more complex as guidelines have become measures of accountability, enforced and incentivized by insurers, governmental agencies, and the courts.13

Physician adherence to guidelines remains low, and interventions to enhance adherence have yielded mixed results.14,15 One review suggests that this lack of adherence is attributable to multiple factors: skepticism about guidelines in general, lack of familiarity with guidelines, lack of belief that a guideline will result in expected outcomes, presence of contradictory guidelines, and lack of self-efficacy or motivation to implement guidelines.16 External barriers also impede physicians’ adherence to guidelines, including lack of time and resources, organizational constraints, and inability to reconcile patient preferences with guideline recommendations.14 In this case, it’s Dr O’s preference, not the patient’s, that contradicts current guidelines. This difference in preferences brings us to a discussion of the relational foundations of medicine and how the evolution of the patient-physician relationship has affected decision making.
Decision Making in the Patient-Physician Relationship

Scholars and researchers have described various models of the patient-physician relationship and proposed recommendations about what might be “ideal,” particularly regarding the decision-making process. For years, the beneficent paternalistic model prevailed, with physicians making decisions and presenting patients with information sufficient to obtain assent to the intervention she or he believed best. In the late 20th century, at around the time that the EBM movement was gaining steam, the rise of consumerism and consumer protections motivated patients and physicians to begin considering other approaches that expanded patients’ involvement in making decisions about their medical care.

Although many models of the patient-physician relationship have been proposed, we discuss two here. In the informative model, the physician serves as a technical expert who provides relevant information and implements the patient’s choice of treatment. This model overlooks the physician’s need to participate in decisions in caring relationships with patients and patients’ needs to feel they have a supportive guide when decisions are difficult. The shared decision making model evolved to address how to find balance between physician power and patient choice. The process involves, at a minimum, sharing of information and preferences by both physician and patient and an attempt to reach a shared understanding about the nature of the problem and what to do. The physician’s communication tasks in shared decision making include building a partnership with the patient (or family); understanding the patient’s social circumstances, preferences, and expectations; and providing information about the patient’s condition as well as the benefits and potential harms of available treatments. Communication tasks also include discussing uncertainty about how available research evidence might apply to the patient, explaining the rationale for one’s recommendations, checking for understanding, and reaching agreement with the patient about how to proceed.

Applying population-based guidelines to an individual patient while integrating a patient’s preferences can be daunting. This task, however, is the essence of patient-centered care.

The steady increase in people accessing medical information on the internet is changing the physician-patient relationship. For example, research based on the 2015 Health Information National Trends Survey notes that, among all racial groups, the internet is the most utilized first source of health information; health care practitioners come in second. Mr S, who wonders why his physician is recommending “something inconsistent with well-established practice guidelines,” probably read about them on the internet if he did not receive information about them from Dr O. Physician responses to patients asking about health-related internet information have been mixed. Some are threatened, some view interpretation of this information as their responsibility, and others view it as an opportunity for partnership, particularly with activated patients. Researchers define patient “activation” as having the knowledge, skills, and confidence...
to manage one’s health. They posit that positive health behaviors emerge, in part, from actively seeking information to inform choices and behavior change. Current evidence suggests that highly activated patients are significantly more likely to be aware of treatment guidelines for their condition and have improved health outcomes compared with less activated patients.

The Physicians’ Obligations and the Patient’s Options

Dr O has several obligations. He is obligated to remain informed about developments in medical knowledge, treatments, and guidelines. He is obligated to be self-aware and transparent. Dr O should acknowledge—to himself and to his patients—areas in which he has overwhelming cognitive and affective biases and that his personal experience may not be generalizable to others. Of course, biases are not always accessible to our conscious awareness, which makes acknowledging them and uncoupling them from decision making difficult. Dr O is also obligated to respect patient autonomy and to involve the patient in decisions when the patient so desires. He should acknowledge that Mr S may weigh the potential benefits and harms of a statin differently than he does. Dr O might choose to say something like this: “First and foremost, I want you to enjoy good health. The research I’m aware of supports recommending a statin in your case to reduce your risk of cardiovascular disease. Some people who take statins develop muscle pains, which is a known side effect. My own experiences with muscle pains while on statins have made me sensitive to that problem, but the published statistics say that most patients take statins without any problems. What’s most important is how you weigh the benefits and harms of taking a statin. Let’s talk about that and make a decision about what might be best for you.”

If, however, Dr O has reviewed the research and disagrees with the guidelines (because he believes the evidence is flawed, for example), has addressed any personal biases influencing his interpretation of the data, and has explained the reasoning behind his recommendations to the patient, he is not obligated to prescribe a medication or follow guidelines which he believes, professionally, are not in the best interest of his patient. Under these circumstances, he can choose, following the ethical principle of nonmaleficence, to “do no harm.”

Mr S is an informed, activated patient who is perplexed by his physician’s deviation from recommended guidelines. What might he do in this situation? Mr S might respond to Dr O’s recommendations by saying, “I appreciate that you are looking out for me, but I’m still worried about having a heart attack or stroke. Is there someone else I could talk to who might have a different opinion?” Or, if highly activated, he might say, “I’m willing to try a statin medication, even though you’re not enthusiastic about prescribing one.” However, unless Dr O explicitly invites his input, Mr S might simply contemplate Dr O’s bias and wonder if it is time to change physicians.
Obligations, Evidence-Based Guidelines, and the Physician-Patient Relationship

The convergence of EBM and incentivized guidelines, patient-centered care, and shared decision making, consumerism, and patient engagement is changing our concepts of agency for both patients and physicians. Competent physicians remain well informed about scientific developments and new evidence in their field of practice and strive to be aware of the influence of their cognitive and affective biases. They are obliged to provide high-quality care and to uphold the ethical principles of beneficence, nonmaleficence, and respect for autonomy and to do so within the context of caring, compassionate relationships. For reasons perhaps not fully elucidated, Dr O was unable to fulfill these obligations. We do not agree with his decisions or recommendations but would hope to discuss this with him if he were a colleague.

In summary, in cases in which physicians recommend deviating from a guideline, they are obligated to ensure, to the best of their ability, that their recommendations are based on justified belief, not driven by bias or conflict of interest. They are obligated to present clear information about risks and benefits of available treatment options and alternatives to patients. Physicians and patients may then share the responsibility to reach agreement on decisions that are best for the patient. Done well, clinical decision making integrates the physician’s expertise, the best evidence relevant to the patient’s needs, and the patient’s preferences to arrive at a shared plan. Ultimately, of course, the patient is responsible for the decision about whether to act on the plan.
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CASE AND COMMENTARY
How Should Clinicians Address a Parent’s False Belief Generated by Denial or Grief About How to Care Well for a Child?
Conrad Krawiec, MD and Benjamin Levi, MD, PhD

Abstract
Parents of children with complex health needs are often both vigilant and very knowledgeable about their child’s disease state. That said, sometimes parents’ hyperfocus, combined with their strong emotional attachment, can result in both false beliefs regarding their child’s capacities and disagreements with clinicians about what is and is not clinically indicated. We examine ethical and professional responsibilities clinicians should consider when working with parents who hold false beliefs about their child with complex health needs.

Case
Joan K is a 10-year-old with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, which entails recurrent seizures, severe cognitive and developmental deficits, and often progressive difficulties with swallowing.1 Joan’s mother, Ms K, is a single parent and has always been her daughter’s primary caregiver. Despite Joan’s developmental and motor deficits, she has been able to eat and maintain normal height and weight—which her mother believes is due to herbal supplements she includes in Joan’s diet. For the third time in 6 months, however, Joan has been diagnosed with pneumonia and is now hospitalized for respiratory distress. It is apparent to the clinical team that Ms K, a licensed nurse practitioner, is devoted to meeting her daughter’s needs, but also that Ms K has a view of her daughter that is at odds with Joan’s actual abilities. The disconnect comes to a head when a nurse comes to Joan’s bedside to administer intravenous antiseizure medication.

Ms K objects, stating, “No, Joan takes this as a paste. I crush the pills, mix them with water, and spoon feed her.”

When the nurse responds, “I can’t do that if she’s having difficulty swallowing.” Ms K states matter-of-factly that Joan leads a normal life and has no trouble swallowing. “I have been doing this for years, and there’s no reason to change now.”

The young attending physician, Dr D, overhears this exchange and intervenes. “Ms K, as I think you know, difficulty swallowing is a sign of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome progression² and could be the underlying reason for her recurrent pneumonia. We can do a swallow
study to see if that’s the case. But, in the meantime, your daughter needs her medication to control her seizures—particularly since she still has a fever. Given Joan’s respiratory distress and risk for aspiration, the medicine is best given intravenously.” Ms K grudgingly agrees, and over the next few days Joan responds well to the antibiotics. A subsequent swallow study shows significant dyscoordination and aspiration.

When Dr D recommends placing a feeding tube prior to discharge, Ms K responds, “Joan doesn’t need a feeding tube. I’m a nurse, and I can take care of her just fine the way she is.”

Dr D wonders what to say next.

**Commentary**

Typically, surrogate decision makers’ responsibility is to consider what their loved ones would choose if they had decisional capacity. But for patients who have never had the ability to formulate their own values or express autonomous preferences (which includes young children and persons with severe, life-long neurological impairment), such substituted judgment is not possible. For Joan, this means that her mother (Ms K) has needed to make health care decisions based on what she thought was in Joan’s best interests. Because many parents like Ms K devote their lives to caring for and protecting their children, they rightly can be considered experts regarding their child’s condition. By respecting this expertise, health professionals can gain parents’ trust and reach a shared understanding with parents of what is best for the child.

In some cases, however, conflict is unavoidable, particularly when parents’ requests run counter to best practice. On its face, Ms K’s objection to the feeding tube appears to be mostly an “emotionally grounded belief” that is resistant to evidence. Ms. K has devoted her life to taking care of Joan and might see her daughter’s ability to eat as not only a means of nourishment but also a measure of success. If so, a change in Joan’s nutritional situation coupled with the team’s recommendation of a feeding tube might trigger both distress and counterproductive reactions for Ms K, as parents who perceive their role as important prefer to be involved in treatment decision making and can be distressed by the need for further intervention. Assuming that the clinical team’s clinical assessment is accurate, Ms K is clinging to a (now) false belief and unrealistic expectation that she can continue to feed her child without risking Joan’s well-being.

Faced with this kind of situation, clinicians should exercise caution to avoid straining their relationship with the parent, which is needed (long term) to promote effective care. Here we will discuss how clinicians can support a parent while ensuring that the child with complex needs is protected from harm. We will highlight how to address false beliefs, engage in shared decision making, take a multidisciplinary approach to communication, and deal with the ethical challenges of conflicts engendered by false beliefs.
How Should Clinicians Address a False Belief?

When faced with a clinical situation like this, the team must practice both the art and the science of medicine. This requires exercising compassion, sound medical reasoning, and strong interpersonal and partnering skills. Developing effective partnerships with surrogate decision makers usually involves shared decision making, which allows surrogate decision makers’ values and preferences to be considered without displacing the patient from being the focus of care. Because parents of a child who has never had the ability to express preferences typically know their child best and have decision-making authority, it makes sense to rely on them to achieve patient-centered care, whereby care is individualized in light of the patient’s unique situation. But parents’ decision-making authority is predicated on their acting in the best interests of the child, particularly for major health decisions. Accordingly, to engage in shared decision making, Joan’s clinical team has a complex set of responsibilities: (1) to truly understand and appreciate Ms K’s perspective; (2) to engage Ms K respectfully while assessing her and Joan’s specific needs and preferences; (3) to share the information needed to make patient-centered decisions, clearly explaining what is known, what is uncertain, and what are the risks, benefits, and likely consequences of different plans of treatment; and (4) to share in deliberations with Ms K about which option is best for Joan. Here, we discuss responsibilities 1, 2, and 4.

Understand Ms K’s perspective. To begin, the team should recognize that Ms K could be struggling to reconcile the objective health data with her desire to maintain established behavior patterns in Joan’s life. Additionally, Ms K’s training as a nurse might lead to some role confusion, insofar as it blurs the line between “caring for” Joan and “treating” Joan. It is precisely because personal feelings can influence one’s professional judgment that clinicians are strongly advised against treating family members. As such, the team should affirm Ms K’s expertise and role as Joan’s advocate but also help Ms K appreciate that her emotional attachment to Joan could be compromising her objectivity.

Engage Ms K respectfully. Clinicians are under no obligation to provide futile treatment, even when demanded. But, for Joan, the question is whether treatment—the feeding tube—can be imposed over and against her mother’s objection. The team’s responsibilities to treat Joan originated with the patient-physician relationship that was established when Ms K brought Joan to the hospital for care. It being determined that Joan’s swallowing dysfunction puts her at high risk for multiple complications if oral feeding is continued, the question arises whether there is a reasonable alternative to placing a feeding tube. If not, the team has a professional and ethical responsibility to ensure that Joan receives appropriate care in the form of a feeding tube.

For most parents, feeding their child is a profoundly meaningful activity. Acknowledging this value and how emotionally fraught it can be for some parents to consent to a feeding tube can be helpful. Doing so might validate Ms K’s reluctance to give consent without
discounting the clear need to protect Joan. By pointing to the natural course of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, the team can further commend Ms K for her years of hard work and her ability to continue to feed Joan until now.

If Ms K holds firm to her (arguably) false belief about the safety of continued oral feeding, it would be important to explore the origins of this belief. Is it rooted in fear? Misunderstanding? Guilt? Magical thinking? Does Ms K need to have the health data presented in a different way?

*Engage in shared decision making.* Because people sometimes process information quite differently, the team might need to reconsider how best to explain Joan’s worsening condition. It is easy to mistakenly assume that a parent interprets clinical information in the same way as clinical team members, especially when the parent is a fellow health professional. It can be particularly helpful to absolve Ms K of any self-imposed culpability by reminding her that Joan’s current condition reflects the disease process, not any failing on her part. The central message should embody a reasoned, evidence-based assessment of Joan’s present condition, combined with an empathic recommendation for treatment and a clear explanation of the potential consequences of declining a feeding tube.

Shared decision making involves engaging Ms K not only to assess her understanding but also to convey respect and **build trust**. Many intractable conflicts can be traced to breakdowns in communication and trust, which lead to mistaken assumptions, suspicion, and often vilification on either side. Without trust, the entire clinical enterprise breaks down, as clinicians can no longer rely on the information provided by patients and families, who in turn dismiss clinicians’ recommendations for treatment. With this in mind, social workers and case managers often can play an important role in helping everyone involved work as a team to promote Joan’s well-being.

**How Should Clinicians Respond if Parents’ Refusal of Recommended Treatment Endangers a Child?**

Although respectful, empathic engagement will resolve most conflicts, there are instances in which disagreement persists. In these situations, the issue is whether the potential harm to the child is sufficient to warrant overriding the parents’ decision. Parents are not required, or even expected, to make decisions that prioritize a child’s interests over and against all other interests. Parents’ decisions invariably take into account the interests of a child’s siblings, those of their community, and even their own interests. Ethical, social, and legal norms, however, demand that children be protected from significant, undue harm; protections for children in the United States include the mandate to report abuse or neglect.

In the present case, if Ms K persistently refuses a feeding tube for Joan, the team must
decide whether the risk and severity of harm are great enough to constitute medical neglect. When to report possible child abuse or neglect is a complex question. If a clinician has “reasonable suspicion” that a child is being abused or neglected, there is an ethical and legal obligation to make a report to child protective services. While there is no specific definition for what counts as “reasonable suspicion,” a good rule of thumb is that physicians should report whenever they either believe or have the nagging feeling that abuse might have has happened or is likely to happen. It would count as neglect if a parent’s failure to adhere to prescribed care causes (or creates significant risk for) serious harm to the child. Accordingly, Ms K needs to understand that her continued refusal of a feeding tube would constitute neglect because it puts Joan at risk for repeated aspiration and life-threatening respiratory compromise. That said, invoking “neglect” has the potential to undermine the team’s relationship with Ms K. Hence, careful consideration is needed about how to frame the concern about neglect and when to introduce it. Because case managers and social workers are often very skilled at handling emotionally charged situations and nuanced relationships, they can be very helpful in resolving disputes involving refusal of recommended treatment. Although it can be helpful to consult with child abuse specialists or social workers experienced in such cases, ultimately the clinician with the concern is responsible for the decision to report.

If, despite the team’s best efforts, Joan’s mother continues to refuse placement of a feeding tube, medical neglect would need to be reported to child protective services. Ideally, such a report would not only ensure Joan’s safety but also initiate social services that would help Ms K provide care to Joan.

In acting to ensure Joan’s well-being, the team should also do its best to address Ms K’s own needs and concerns. Relationships between parents and health professionals are often strained by the need to report neglect. That said, these relationships are more likely to be preserved when clinicians are transparent about their actions and motivations and respond empathically to parents’ reactions, which often include anger, sadness, and frustration. Compassion and reinforcement of shared goals concerning Joan’s well-being might help Ms K better appreciate both the reality of Joan’s condition and the team’s need to act. It also might be helpful to acknowledge that we all lose perspective at times, be it from exhaustion or the intense focus required to care for children with complex medical needs—and that even the most competent, knowledgeable, and caring people need outside, expert direction at times.

**Strategies for Engaging Parents About False Beliefs**

Parents of children with complex medical needs are typically knowledgeable and well positioned to help guide care for their child. Various circumstances can compromise their ability to make sound health decisions for their child, however, including holding a fixed false belief. When a false belief leads to disagreements about necessary treatment, the
team needs to respectfully engage the parent in discussion, provide education and support to help the parent make sound decisions, focus discussion on everyone’s shared interests in the child’s well-being, and, when necessary, exercise its authority to protect vulnerable children from harm.
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CASE AND COMMENTARY
How Should a Physician Counsel a Vegan Patient With IBD Who Might Benefit From Supplements?
Elizabeth Southworth and Kayhan Parsi, JD, PhD

Abstract
Veganism has grown in popularity in recent years. We argue that physicians should share the best available evidence on the efficacy of such diets while respectfully trying to understand the perspectives of patients who choose vegan diets. The first section establishes the need for physicians to understand reasons behind patients’ dietary and health preferences. The second section considers evidence, or lack thereof, for nutritional supplementation in special populations, such as those practicing veganism.

Case
Kate is a 29-year-old with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) who has visited her family physician, Dr C, about involuntary weight loss, fatigue, agitation, and lethargy over the past month. As an animal lover, Kate adopted a vegan diet a little over 6 months ago after watching a documentary about veganism’s environmental benefits. She also brought a copy of an article published by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics that states that a well-planned vegan diet “can be healthful, nutritionally adequate and may provide health benefits in the prevention and treatment of certain diseases.”1 The article also spoke about the health benefits of a vegan diet, including decreased risk for type 2 diabetes, high cholesterol, and hypertension. Kate is devoted to maintaining a vegan diet and has never felt better, until recently.

“Well, Kate, your bloodwork from last week looks pretty normal except for your iron, calcium, and folic acid levels. I think these below-normal numbers might point to the reasons why you feel tired,” notes Dr C.

“That’s good. So what kinds of vegan foods can I eat to get those specific nutrients? I really want to stick to my diet. It’s environmentally kind, and I believe it will help me avoid getting diabetes, which runs in my family,” says Kate firmly.

“I understand your commitment and fears. The fastest way to get you into the normal range for these nutrients is to have you take iron, calcium, and folic acid supplements,” Dr C offers with reassurance.
“But I do not want to take supplements because I have read that supplements can contain animal products. Besides, what’s the evidence that supplements work? I might be better off drinking kombucha tea as a natural way of boosting my energy without interfering with my vegan diet.”

Dr C considers how to respond to Kate.

**Commentary**

In this case, we have a young patient (Kate) who is a committed vegan. Vegans represent a very small group—about 1% of the US adult population, according to a 2009 poll— who eschew all animal products in their diet. While vegans represent a small portion of the patient population, appropriate nutritional intake of vitamins and minerals and supplementation of nutrients is a critical issue for physicians and vegan patients. Physicians have responsibilities to understand the unique health needs of those who eliminate specific foods from their diets and thus must have a working knowledge of nutrition. To this end, a patient interview should probably begin with an in-depth exploration of that patient’s dietary habits. In taking Kate’s history, it is important for the physician, Dr C, to explore with Kate the values that inform her relationship with food and, if relevant, their connection to her broader sense of spirituality. Many people adopt diets strictly for their own health improvement. Others might do so out of a sense of vanity. Indeed, the fitness industry often markets products by appealing to people’s sense of vanity rather than their desire to pursue a healthy lifestyle. But, in Kate’s case, we have someone committed to veganism because she feels obligated to animals, to the environment, and to her own health.

**Ethical and Spiritual Reasons for Veganism**

Many activists, scholars, and other individuals espouse a vegetarian or even vegan diet because of their commitment to the welfare of animals. Philosophers such as Mylan Engel have argued forcefully against the meat industrial complex (that is, the large-scale industrialization of meat processing). They believe that raising, killing, and consuming millions of sentient animals is immoral *per se* and should be abandoned for a plant-based diet. If Kate subscribes strongly to an ethical commitment to animals, Dr C should ask about her commitment.

Environmental stewardship can also motivate individuals to adhere to veganism. The meat industry has a large carbon footprint and is a significant source of greenhouse gases. A vegetarian diet greatly reduces one’s carbon footprint, thus reducing one’s impact on the environment and contribution to greenhouse gas production. Based on these facts, Dr C might understand why Kate would think it reasonable to reduce her carbon footprint and negative impact on the environment through a vegan diet.
For many committed vegetarians and vegans, an ethical commitment to animals and to their own better health is part of their spiritual framework. Indeed, the vegetarian movement was started in the 19th century by people like John Harvey Kellogg, who was a committed Seventh Day Adventist. It would be essential for Dr C to better understand how Kate’s veganism is part of her spiritual identity.

At our medical school (Loyola University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine), we have small group sessions on both spirituality and integrative medicine. Medical students learn the importance of gathering a spiritual history that aims to identify sources of support and essential values that the patient holds. Ultimately, this history is used to care for the whole patient and allows a clinical team to consider accommodations and modifications that can be made to a care plan that offers quality care and expresses respect for patient autonomy.

**Taking a Food History**

Next, Dr C should explore Kate’s food history. Dr C might hold a misconception that a vegan diet does not meet common dietary recommendations, but he should recognize that there is no overt risk to the patient simply based on her dietary practices. For clinicians, it is easier to discount a practice that is not well understood or mainstream and even more difficult to support a practice that lacks evidence. In the case of veganism, there are few clinical trials that specifically explore the health effects of vegan diets, which limits our understanding of how veganism impacts health. Some studies that have linked veganism to potential health benefits assert that the mechanism could be an improved microbiota balance. Another observational study, however, demonstrated the need for supplementation of essential vitamins and minerals in those practicing strict nonmeat, vegan, and lactovegetarian diets, thus illustrating the potential risk of deficiency. Overall, we do not have sufficient scientific data that would irrefutably support a statement for or against veganism (although there exist many anecdotal reports by persons who report greater weight loss and improved health on a vegan diet).

Through a detailed food history, any potential barriers to eating healthy food can be identified. A popular misconception among some patients is that adopting a vegan diet will automatically lead to improved health outcomes. However, following a vegan diet does not necessarily mean “healthy” foods are being consumed. For example, some who practice veganism eat foods high in sugar or that are processed. Exploring what Kate eats on a daily basis would provide Dr C with a better understanding of why her blood levels of calcium, iron, and folic acid are low. Through this history, Dr C would also be able to demonstrate to Kate a commitment to her health and understanding of her values. As a result, Dr C would be able to better tailor nutrition recommendations to Kate based on her vegan diet and to work with her to identify what she would be willing to do to ensure her health is maintained.
Supplements and a Physician’s Role in Counseling Patients

Ideally, patients should, and can, consume essential vitamins and minerals through their diet as opposed to relying on the use of supplements. A study in Finland, however, demonstrated an increased need for vitamin D supplementation during the winter months for vegans, which further supports close monitoring of blood levels of vitamins and minerals to prevent overt deficiency. Nevertheless, few situations of extreme deficiency, such as megaloblastic anemia, warrant rapid correction with supplementation, and in this case a more conservative approach could be appropriate. In addition, there is a lack of information about optimal blood levels of many vitamins, making it difficult to interpret subtle deficiency states. Therefore, physicians must take into consideration the full clinical picture before them when counseling a patient with “suboptimal” lab levels and recognize situations in which patient autonomy should be respected with regard to supplementation preferences. In this case, Kate’s concern regarding the physician’s recommendation for supplementation is 2-fold—she’s concerned that the recommended supplements have animal products, and she’s also concerned about their efficacy. A cursory search online reveals that many vegan websites recommend paying attention to essential vitamins and minerals. Some of these sites advocate getting essential nutrients through supplements and cite plant-based capsule options. With this knowledge, the physician can educate Kate on available vegan-friendly supplements, if she wishes to take them, to address the lab results.

Considering the nature of Kate’s symptoms and her request to avoid supplementation, it might be acceptable either to propose a short course of supplements with purposeful increased dietary intake of foods rich in calcium, iron, and folate or to allow her to try dietary modifications alone with a follow-up appointment to check blood levels. If Kate plans to get pregnant, it is also important for Dr C to understand vitamin recommendations specific to this patient population. Because a deficiency in folate has been linked to neural tube defects in newborns, it is recommended that women of childbearing age maintain appropriate folic acid levels. To this end, many food products, such as cereal, are fortified with folic acid and provide sufficient supplementation to address potential deficiency. Dr C should explore Kate’s relationship status and any plans for pregnancy to assess the need for folic acid supplementation, as she might not be consuming fortified foods, and educate her about the health consequences of deficiency.

When addressing Kate’s question about efficacy of supplements, Dr C should recognize the complexity of the topic, the history of the supplement industry, and the power physicians have when discussing supplements with patients. Physicians serve as an intermediary between patients and the vast array of medical information available online. Furthermore, they are responsible for distilling medical knowledge, tailoring it to a specific patient’s needs, and communicating this information in an effective way. It is the clinician’s ethical responsibility to practice evidence-based medicine using the best and most up-to-date data possible. When it comes to the use of supplements, physicians
should have a basic knowledge of nutrition, essential vitamin and mineral deficiencies, and supplement risks and recommendations.

The pharmaceutical industry spends millions of dollars each year on drug discovery, development, and clinical trials regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). At the root of this process is ensuring patient safety and gathering scientific evidence to inform clinical practice. In contrast, the supplement industry is free of stringent FDA evidentiary standards. Moreover, the supplement industry is “a multibillion-dollar a year industry” with an estimated 85,000 dietary supplements for sale in the US; 50% of Americans take a supplement daily. While supplementation of essential vitamins and minerals in cases of overt deficiency is clinically indicated, in well-nourished adults there is no clear benefit and even potential harm associated with vitamin use. In 2013, the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) tested Vitamin D drops being given to newborns and found that some formulations contained “more than double” the international units stated on the label, raising concerns about toxicity. Many supplements contain doses that exceed the daily recommended allowance as set by the FDA, and thus dosing must be carefully considered when “prescribing” supplements to patients. A common misperception is that if a certain amount of a supplement is good, then more would be better. Additionally, people might believe that because supplements are “natural,” they are healthy or better than nonnatural substances. This is an example of the naturalistic fallacy.

Finally, identifying reputable supplement companies is essential to ensuring quality and purity of vitamins and minerals that physicians endorse through their recommendations. Informed consent requires a physician to disclose risks and benefits of and alternatives to any proposed treatment or intervention. If Kate’s vegan diet causes certain vitamin deficiencies, it’s incumbent upon Dr C to inform Kate about potential risks of these vitamin deficiencies. If the data is uncertain, then that should be shared as well. Because Kate is already skeptical of supplements, it is important that Dr C properly inform her of these risks.

A Role for Physician Advocacy in Food Supplementation

This case can be construed as highlighting issues surrounding the medical field’s lack of scientific understanding about nutrition. In a world of evidence-based medicine, it is difficult for physicians to make recommendations about supplementation and different diets with few rigorous studies on which to base their clinical decisions. It is the ethical responsibility of the physician and the medical profession to recognize this lack of information and call for research that aims to address questions about different diets and the use of supplements. Due to lack of regulatory oversight of the supplement industry, patients are especially vulnerable to the persistent misconception that overconsumption of supplements can lead to better health outcomes without risk. This is a fallacy that physicians can work to rectify with their patients. There is a growing body
of literature and clinical cases demonstrating that supplements are not harmless interventions. The Drug-Induced Liver Injury Network, a community charged with identifying toxicity associated with herbal products and supplements, found that 20% of liver injuries were due to supplements. It is the physician’s responsibility when recommending supplements to determine if good clinical data exist and to weigh the risks and benefits. Physicians promoting supplement use must be open and honest with their patients about the lack of regulation of the supplement industry and disclose risks associated with supplements. Finally, physicians must recognize their own limitations in the area of nutrition. Nutrition education is only recently getting more attention in the medical school curriculum. Acknowledging scope of practice is important and consulting dieticians when appropriate is essential to quality health care.
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Should Crowdsourced, Unvetted Content on Wikipedia Be Used in Health Sciences Teaching and Learning?

Jennifer Meka, PhD and Alyssa Vigliotti

Abstract

Internet technology makes information from both peer-reviewed sources and crowdsourced content, such as Wikipedia, instantly accessible. Health sciences education must adapt by providing learners with the skills needed to effectively and appropriately access and use information. In this article, we introduce a conceptual framework for teaching and learning using crowdsourced content. Using this framework, we show how educators can help learners develop the skills they need for critically assessing information quality, acquiring knowledge, and making clinical decisions.

Using Digital Sources as a Resource in Medical Education

In our digital age, there is a plethora of medical information of varying reliability instantly available. This phenomenon encouraged the coining of the term “e-health,” which was first defined in 2001 as “the intersection of medical informatics, public health and business, referring to health services and information delivered or enhanced through the Internet.” The World Health Organization redefined this term in 2005 as “the cost-effective and secure use of information and communications technologies [ICT] in support of health and health-related fields, including health care services, health surveillance, health literature, and health education, knowledge and research.” Since the emergence of e-health, it is estimated that 1 in 3 American adults have used the internet to try to figure out a medical condition. The internet is also widely used by children and adolescents, with a significant number of them actively seeking health information online.

It is no surprise that current health professions students, many of whom were born in this digital era, are using the internet as a resource throughout their education. Marc Prensky coined the terms “digital natives” and “digital immigrants” to describe those who were born into the digital world and those who were not. He discusses the dichotomy in learning and teaching methodologies between the two groups and argues that educators must “learn to communicate in the language and style of their students” who are digital natives.
Many educators are concerned about students’ reliance on crowdsourced information as a starting point for learning. Crowdsourcing is the practice of soliciting group contributions, often from an online community or forum, to guide selection of services or products or to gather ideas and suggestions. Often crowdsourced material, such as that seen on Wikipedia, is anonymous and might not be written by experts. Rather than dissuading students from using such material, we propose helping students learn how to effectively navigate resources such as Wikipedia.

The Changing Landscape of Information and Resources
Students consult online sources for a number of reasons, whether to supplement lecture material, clarify unfamiliar terms or disease processes, or answer an attending physician’s questions during rounds. Guidelines are available to students describing how to effectively evaluate websites’ merits and reliability. One university’s library system has a specific “rubric” to evaluate websites. The rubric suggests appraising the website’s currency (“When was the site last updated?”), authority (“Who is the author or creator?”), validity (“Is the information accurate or valid?”), point of view or bias (“What is the website’s point of view?”), and audience (“Who was the website created for?”). Together, these proposed criteria are intended to help students evaluate important information regarding the accuracy, perspective, and relevance of information on websites, which should inform their decision about whether to use them.

Many medical schools provide students with similar guidance on how to evaluate online information and how to search for online peer-reviewed sources using the UpToDate® and PubMed databases. However, even with this guidance, crowdsourced resources such as Wikipedia continue to supplement peer-reviewed sources in students’ education. Consider the following experiences students shared with us about using crowdsourced resources.

When I had difficulty understanding a problem-based learning [PBL] case, I would use Wikipedia to get an overall sense of the topic. For example, I struggled initially with learning about Cushing’s syndrome. When I first googled Cushing’s syndrome, the first link was to Wikipedia. I used that to get an overview of the topic before I went to my other sources (textbooks, Pathoma). I often found Wikipedia was easier to understand than some of my medical textbooks.

I had several apps on my phone to help with drugs and mechanisms of action. However, if the apps weren’t working or I was short on time, I would quickly google drugs. I typically did this if I needed information that I thought was common knowledge—drug classes, side effects, etc. I never used Wikipedia for things such as current guidelines or recommendations; I instead referenced UpToDate or the USPSTF [US Preventative Services Task Force] guidelines because I trusted those more.
These examples of students’ use of Wikipedia provide both evidence that students are using crowdsourced information throughout medical school and insight into how they are using this information.

Consistent with these examples, one study suggests that Google and Wikipedia are frequently used as starting points for locating information, even though students rate these platforms as having significantly lower quality and reliability than peer-reviewed sources. A 2012 survey conducted at one medical institution found that 94% of medical students reported using Wikipedia, stating its articles were both easy to access and easy to understand. Although ease of access and understandability are typically not used as criteria to determine a website’s merit, it appears these criteria are still important for students when they are searching for information online. Although there is little information available as to what medical information students are specifically searching for on Wikipedia, one study found that there was “a significant correlation between the year of medical school and the use of Wikipedia as the initial resource, with older years less likely to use Wikipedia as the first resource,” suggesting that as students progress through their graduate education they rely less on crowdsourced material found online. This evidence of students’ use of Google and Wikipedia highlights the need for faculty understanding of when and how students use a variety of information sources to augment their learning.

There has also been some debate as to how accurate crowdsourced resources such as Wikipedia are. Physicians and faculty often dissuade students from using resources like Wikipedia since they appear to be inaccurate and lack a traditional fact-checking system. Anecdotal evidence highlights this theme. One student told us:

I never wrote a paper in college or medical school where I cited Wikipedia because I knew Wikipedia was typically frowned upon. If a student included information in our PBL discussion from Wikipedia, it was usually said in a joking manner. “Oh, I know this is from Wikipedia, but...” It was always qualified first with, “I'm not sure how accurate this is.”

Several articles have examined Wikipedia’s accuracy. In 2005, the peer-reviewed journal *Nature* compared the accuracy of scientific articles in Wikipedia to those in Encyclopaedia Britannica. While both are considered encyclopedias, Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia that anyone can edit as compared to an established source such as Encyclopaedia Britannica. Analysis of 42 scientific articles determined that both references contained 4 serious errors. Another review conducted in 2011 on the accuracy of Wikipedia’s medical entries found mixed results. Despite the warnings that crowdsourced resources are unreliable because they contain inaccuracies, such sources continue to be used by students, physicians, and the general public. Medical content on Wikipedia, which contained over 155,000 articles by the end of 2013, was viewed more than 4.88 billion times that year alone. One study even suggests that “the creation of a
Wikipedia article leads scientists to use similar words in later scientific work, “which is ultimately influencing the state of scientific literature.” This study also found evidence to suggest that the scientific articles referenced in Wikipedia receive more citations, suggesting Wikipedia is a complement to the traditional journal system.

It is clear that, despite this controversy, students use crowdsourced information such as that found on Wikipedia. For this reason, it is helpful for educators to consider how they might best use these resources in their teaching to help learners understand the benefits and pitfalls of using these resources throughout their medical education.

**Frameworks for Incorporating Online Content Into Education**

Rather than dwelling on the source, we propose that educators focus on the skills students need for acquiring knowledge in general and for critically appraising the reliability of information presented in the source. When considering reliability, students should be looking at accuracy, consistency, and completeness of information (or “sufficiently sound quality”). Several competency models or frameworks are useful for thinking through what critically appraising knowledge might look like in practice for educators and future clinicians.

The Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) is a framework that expands on the work of Lee Shulman by including the knowledge beneficial for educators to teach effectively with technology. The TPACK framework brings together 3 primary forms of knowledge necessary for educators to demonstrate: content knowledge (CK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), and technological knowledge (TK) (see table 1). In effectively combining these 3 forms of knowledge in their teaching, educators can provide optimal learning experiences for students and help learners begin to be cognizant of the best ways to use various resources.

**Table.** Descriptions of Types of Knowledge Presented in the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Area</th>
<th>Types of Knowledge Represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge</td>
<td>“Knowledge of concepts, theories, ideas, organizational frameworks,” and knowledge of “established practices and approaches toward developing such knowledge.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical knowledge</td>
<td>“Knowledge about the processes and practices or methods of teaching and learning.... This generic form of knowledge applies to understanding how students learn, general classroom management skills, lesson planning, and student assessment.” It also includes understanding of the materials, programs, and resources that comprise the curriculum and how to develop and manage the curriculum based on students’ needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Technological knowledge | “Knowledge about certain ways of thinking about, and working with technology, tools and resources. This includes understanding information technology broadly enough to apply it productively at work and in everyday life, being able to recognize when information technology can assist or impede the achievement of a goal, and being able continually [to] adapt to changes in information technology.”  
Adapted from Kohler, \textsuperscript{15} Kohler, Mishra.\textsuperscript{16} |

Shulman discusses the importance of contextual understanding in teaching and learning\textsuperscript{14}; this understanding emphasizes the need for educators to have knowledge of the contexts in which learning occurs (e.g., classroom, clinic, hospital) and the character of the communities and cultures within which learning occurs. This approach is especially important in dispelling myths that only certain sources can or should be used for learning, especially in health professions education where just-in-time learning is important. Instead of shying away from using nonpeer-reviewed sources throughout health professions education, educators need to understand the context in which students learn and to help students better navigate the digital landscape.

As digital natives move through our health professions programs, it is critical that educators learn from their students how to address students’ preferences and needs. In discussing millennials in academic medicine, Waljee\textsuperscript{17} describes opportunities for flattening the hierarchy through various mentoring activities. Reverse mentoring is one such approach that serves as an effective way to empower learners. It provides students with opportunities to impart their perspectives, skills, and guidance to more senior colleagues while promoting a collaborative environment.\textsuperscript{17} Engaging in conversations about information sources and resources can open a dialogue between faculty and students in which all parties benefit. Moreover, given that patients are likely using some of the same sources of information, using a reverse mentoring approach in discussing these sources can be a powerful learning experience for all and preparation for future practice.

**Strategies for Moving Forward**

While it is helpful for educators to use the TPACK framework to determine students’ current level of knowledge and skills, as we begin to cultivate the additional skills we want students to apply when using online resources, it is equally important for students to take ownership of their learning. Charles Friedman is one educator with a deep interest in how individuals and groups interact with information technology. He has described a 3-competency framework to help prepare health professions students, most of whom are digital natives, navigate their futures as physicians in this digital era.\textsuperscript{18} First, it is important that students understand what they do and don’t know. Friedman describes a process of “calibration,” by which students and clinicians have sense when
they have reached their limit of knowledge and need to seek help.\textsuperscript{18} The second competency is the ability to ask a good question. With access to unlimited information, this competency helps to ensure that students are using resources to “improve their incomplete knowledge.”\textsuperscript{18} Finally, the third competency highlights the skills necessary to evaluate and weigh evidence and to make clinical decisions based on the strengths or weaknesses of that evidence.

Together, these competencies provide students a solid framework to further their learning and give educators opportunities to be innovative in their planning, instruction, and assessments. The TPACK framework inspires educators to think in practical terms about how students access and use information in their daily practice. This reflective process provides opportunities not only for students but also for educators to respond in ways that foster growth and learning. Ultimately, students’ and educators’ use of nonpeer-reviewed sources is not going away anytime soon. For this reason, we believe it is important for educators to help students feel comfortable and competent navigating nonpeer-reviewed sources throughout their education and future careers. By learning together, we can create effective teaching and learning experiences for all.
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HEALTH LAW
Constitutional Regulation of Speech (and False Beliefs) in Health Care
Scott J. Schweikart, JD, MBE

Abstract
False beliefs in medicine can be regulated by constitutional doctrines of false speech and professional speech, whereby government can restrict professionals’ false beliefs or impose its own false beliefs on professionals. In our allegedly “post truth” society, such regulations and their foundations can have an important influence on health care practice.

False Beliefs and Health Care
There has been a resurgence of false beliefs in American society. These false beliefs range from scientific in nature, such as the “flat-earth” paradigm; to the politically motivated and influenced, such as the “birther” movement; to the conspiratorial, such as claims that the moon landings were an elaborate hoax. False beliefs have also found their way into health care, sometimes with dire consequences. For example, false beliefs about cures for AIDS have long been problematic; another example is the anti-vaccine beliefs of Somali and Orthodox Jewish communities to which recent measles outbreaks in Minnesota and Los Angeles have been attributed.

What happens when health care professionals are sources of false beliefs that influence their practices, patients’ care, and public health? How can government regulate clinicians’ false beliefs? What if government itself is a source of false belief and compels clinicians to express these beliefs to patients? In this article, I explore these questions from the perspective of American jurisprudence, which, for this issue, is nominally First Amendment constitutional law governing freedom of speech.

Government Regulation of Clinicians in the Speech Context
Clinicians are not free to practice without limitations from the government. Health care practice engages constitutional speech, so regulations on clinicians’ conduct and practice can be viewed as limitations on their freedom of speech. Although clinician speech on its face is less obvious than speech seen in other more verbally intensive professions, such as the practice of law, when a clinician advises a patient, she is engaging in speech. Viewed through the lens of First Amendment jurisprudence, there are broadly 2 different categories of speech relevant to adjudicating laws and regulations governing clinicians’ practices: false speech and professional speech.
**False speech.** False speech is a category of law wherein government regulates and sanctions false statements. Some categories of false statements include fraud, defamation, perjury, and false commercial speech.\(^1\) Government authority to regulate false speech is founded in the squaring of law and morality, which resulted in generally accepted ethical prohibitions against falsehoods being incorporated in the legal sphere.\(^1\) A false statement may be impermissible under regulations or statutes, but there are limitations on government’s authority to restrict false speech. The Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that falsity alone is not enough to warrant regulation and that there must be some extenuated circumstance attached to the falsity—like malice or perjury, for example—for government sanction of false speech to be valid.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\)

In the context of health care, consider the situation of a clinician practicing with a false belief—such as the belief that vaccines cause autism—who counsels patients against receiving vaccines. This belief is counter to established evidence-based medicine and causes appreciable harm. For this reason, some legal scholars note that true and false speech regarding scientific facts—such as what might be exchanged during a clinical encounter, for example—should be separate First Amendment speech categories, thereby allowing greater regulation of false scientific speech.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^5\) Scientific speech is different from other kinds of false speech because of the nature of evidence-based logic; that is, it is easier to determine which statements are actually true or false. As Christopher Guzelian explains, “false scientific speech meets the predictable definition of false speech better than other forms of speech because the speech’s falsity is knowable.”\(^1\)\(^2\) Currently, constitutional law that restricts false speech does not take into account this unique aspect of scientific speech—that its truth is verifiable—and is instead a patchwork of rules and standards, such as the standard that public officials must demonstrate that false statements were made with “actual malice” in order to prevail in a defamation suit.\(^1\)\(^3\) This hodgepodge of rules and standards creates unpredictability in determining false-speech liability.\(^1\)\(^2\) Hence, Guzelian argues that scientific speech (which would be largely applicable to health care practice because of the profession’s scientific underpinnings), because of its “knowable” character, should be subject to additional scrutiny and evidentiary standards relative to other forms of false speech (like defamation), thus enabling false scientific speech to be held to account and its liability to be predictable.\(^1\)

**Professional speech.** As opposed to the more general doctrine of false speech, professional speech is directly related to clinicians’ speech, and there is an existing body of case law involving physicians. Claudia Haupt describes professional speech as communication of “insights through the professional to the client, within a professional-client relationship.”\(^1\)\(^6\) A defined professional speech doctrine has not yet been articulated by the Supreme Court, and the degree of First Amendment protection for professional speech currently remains undeveloped and is provisional in nature.\(^1\)\(^7\)\(^8\) While the legal
contours of a professional speech doctrine are unclear, there is a body of cases relating to the professional speech of a range of groups, from traditional professionals—such as physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and lawyers—to quasi-professionals, such as fortune tellers.20,21

Professional speech cases relevant to clinicians fall into 2 common types. First, there are the cases in which government imposes a strict ban or limit on certain practices of clinicians, circumscribing how they may practice their profession. This is the most straightforward way government can restrict a professional's practice. Famous recent examples are the homosexual conversion therapy bans in California and New Jersey. These bans, fundamentally identical in both states, outlawed any clinician from engaging in “reparative” therapies for homosexual minor patients.19,22,23 Notably, the courts in both cases differed on whether the ban was regulating the “speech” or “conduct” of the therapist, illustrating the debate about whether a clinician’s practice is considered speech. The bans were challenged by professionals in both states, who argued that such bans violated their First Amendment freedom of speech rights. The California case went to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, where the ban was ultimately upheld in Pickup v Brown; the Court upheld the ban as a constitutional restriction on the professional’s conduct and did not view the ban as a limit on professional speech.22 In New Jersey, the case went to the 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals, where, in King v Governor of New Jersey, the Court upheld the ban but, differing from the 9th Circuit, viewed the ban as a restriction on professional speech, which is subjected to a higher level of scrutiny.23 As Timothy Zwick explains, the 3rd Circuit reasoned that the “ban was permissible only if it directly advances the state’s substantial interest in protecting minor clients and is not more extensive than necessary to serve that purpose.”19 The 3rd Circuit explained that “the reason professional speech receives diminished protection under the First Amendment [is] because of the State’s longstanding authority to protect its citizens from ineffective or harmful professional practices.”23 The Court further explained that the validity of New Jersey’s conversion therapy ban (ie, the validity of a state’s ability to restrict professional speech) should be reviewed with a level of scrutiny such that the New Jersey legislature, in its attempt to protect its citizens from harmful and ineffective professional practices, has “drawn reasonable inferences based on substantial evidence.”23 The 3rd Circuit ultimately found that the New Jersey legislature met this burden, as there was substantial evidence in the legislative record that conversion therapy was both harmful and ineffective.23 King demonstrates that such bans on professional speech, when weighed against free speech rights of health professionals, can (and should) survive constitutional scrutiny.23

The second common type of case regarding physician professional speech is compelled speech, in which the government compels clinicians to express its viewpoint. A classic example of how the state compels professional speech is mandatory ultrasound laws or other similarly penned laws designed to thwart abortion. Many of these laws came after
the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v Casey*, which challenged Pennsylvania law requiring disclosure of medical information and alternatives to abortion at least 24 hours before the abortion was performed. David Orentlicher explains that the Supreme Court upheld the law in this case “on the grounds that [Pennsylvania] mandated information that was truthful and nonmisleading and that would make for a fully informed decision by the woman.” In this sense, the restriction, though ideologically motivated, was constitutionally valid as a codification of lawful informed consent goals. As Orentlicher notes, “the state need not remain neutral, but was free to promote an interest in the preservation of fetal life, as long as its speech mandates were truthful and not misleading.” Another case involving compelled speech is *Planned Parenthood Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota v Rounds*, wherein a 3-judge panel on the 8th Circuit struck down an abortion informed consent statute that compelled clinicians to inform patients that women who have an abortion have an increased risk of suicide. The panel noted that no studies or evidence supported an increased risk of suicide and concluded that such a statute “violates doctors’ First Amendment right to be free from compelled speech that is untruthful, misleading, or irrelevant.” The panel’s decision was eventually overturned by an *en banc* decision by the 8th Circuit, but Orentlicher argues that the 3-judge panel got its decision correct, as informed consent mandates “must be truthful and not be misleading [and t]he goal is to inform not misinform.” Therefore, in an ideal sense, truthfulness of speech is key for constitutional validity of statutes that compel speech of health professionals. Courts are wise to follow the truthfulness standard set by the Supreme Court in *Casey*, as it allows a clinician to further, rather than hinder, patients making “wise” and “informed” decisions, while a “compelled medical statement that contradicts in unequivocal terms the leading associations of experts in relevant fields does not serve that end.”

**Discussion**

The battles over restricting clinician speech related to the false beliefs of either clinicians or government become more controversial and high profile when the speech act in question is related to a politicized issue, such as conversion therapy or abortion. However, not all cases of false beliefs in health care are of this type. For example, as noted by Steven Woolf, “[p]hysicians are not immune to false beliefs about clinical efficacy”; studies have shown that “patients, clinicians, and society often hold unrealistic expectations about the effectiveness of tests and treatments,” thus creating an “appetite for procedures of dubious effectiveness.” In such instances, the forces that help perpetuate the false belief are not so much political as they are economic or psychological.

Additionally, it is important to remember that history has shown that some accepted norms in health care are products of incorrect conclusions that were later found to be wrong. A famous example is the long-held notion that stomach ulcers were caused by stress and anxiety. This notion was refuted by Australian scientists Barry Marshall and
Robin Warren, who proved that ulcers are actually caused by an *H pylori* bacterial infection, not stress.29 This example serves as a reminder that sometimes clinicians and the medical community get things wrong and that incorrect notions can become, for a time, established norms. In other words, today’s established norms (or false beliefs) may become tomorrow’s false beliefs (or established norms).

Critics of restrictions on clinician speech might point to the *H pylori* case as a cautionary tale in that what is currently deemed a false belief could actually be true. For example, if a physician treating a patient’s ulcer before the *H pylori* discovery had believed in a bacterial cause of stomach ulcers and decided to treat the patient using antibiotics, while eschewing any treatment related to stress or anxiety, such treatment would have been deemed based on a false belief that was not backed by the scientific community. Such a physician would have been providing, at the time, a medically unsupported treatment that would someday become universally supported by the medical profession; the physician would in actuality be a pioneer. In such a scenario, one might argue that any law or regulation that would bar or limit the physician’s practice and speech would be unjust and indicative of the hazards of limiting a physician’s speech, as doing so could stifle new practice knowledge that is legitimate and necessary.

While the risk of stifled truth always exists, reducing that risk is a joint responsibility of the medical profession and the government. The medical profession needs to continually strive for evidence-based guidelines, and the government should ideally follow and apply the profession’s collective wisdom founded on evidence-based knowledge. The government can accomplish this goal via the legislative and executive branches creating laws and regulations that restrict false professional speech and via the judicial branch adequately upholding and applying such rules while striking down or limiting improper ones.

When considering restrictions on scientific speech (like medical speech), larger questions come into view: Is false scientific speech always harmful? Might there be some false scientific speech that is not harmful? The answer is that false scientific speech of professionals is always harmful. This is because, as Claudia Haupt explains, professions are “knowledge communities,” meaning that professions are a “network of individuals who share common knowledge and experience as a result of training and practice” and are “engaged in solving similar problems by drawing on a shared reservoir of knowledge, which, at the same time, they help define and to which they contribute.”9 If knowledge upon which a profession builds its foundation is flawed or incorrect, then the profession cannot perform its services to society as intended. This is especially true of the scientifically based professions, like medicine, wherein the foundational knowledge is biologically based science. If the medical professional is operating under false scientific principles, the result is harmful; at best, the resultant flawed treatments will be ineffective, at worst, such flawed treatments can directly injure patients.
The uniqueness of scientific knowledge is such that, as long as rigorous scientific method is continually applied to test hypotheses, past misunderstandings—such as the belief that stomach ulcers are stress induced—can be resolved. Scientific knowledge is thus more likely than other types of information debated as false speech to reflect ultimate truths and falsehoods. Pursuit of truth is fundamental in health care; the state should regulate clinicians’ false beliefs, just as the state should not compel its own false speech through clinicians.

Summary
In an era of numerous false beliefs in society and in medicine, it is important to understand how false beliefs can be regulated. False beliefs that exist in medicine can be regulated by 2 legal doctrines: false speech and professional speech. The false speech doctrine is based on an analysis of the constitutionality of government restrictions on false statements. The professional speech doctrine is based on an analysis of the constitutionality of laws that may either restrict or compel the speech of professionals. Ultimately, a legal doctrine that allows a clinician to speak most truthfully to patients and the community is the best outcome for the health professions and society.
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AMA CODE SAYS
AMA Code of Medical Ethics’ Opinions Related to False Beliefs in Health Care
Danielle Hahn Chaet, MSB

Abstract
Principle V, Opinion 1.1.6 ("Quality") and Opinion 5.5 ("Medically Ineffective Interventions") are explored here to briefly explain physicians’ responsibilities when it comes to false or medically inappropriate interventions.

Physicians practicing today are living in an age in which there is more publicly available information than at any other point in history. Such information can be based on solid and thorough evidence, anecdotal evidence (ie, individual experience rather than studies done on large numbers of patients), or ineffective or inappropriate guidelines; or it can be misinterpreted or patently false. It is physicians’ duty to think critically about what they read and learn and to ensure that information they use comes from credible sources. These efforts help keep physicians from unwittingly disseminating outdated or false information and can help them challenge patients’ or their own false beliefs.

The AMA Code of Medical Ethics underscores this idea. The fifth Principle of Medical Ethics states, “A physician shall continue to study, apply, and advance scientific knowledge, maintain a commitment to medical education, make relevant information available to patients, colleagues, and the public, obtain consultation, and use the talents of other health professionals when indicated.”1 Principle V is referenced throughout the AMA Code, reminding readers of physicians’ duties to use evidence-based information when caring for patients. Notably, Opinion 1.1.6, “Quality,” states that as “professionals dedicated to promoting the well-being of patients, physicians individually and collectively share the obligation to ensure that the care patients receive is safe ... [and] effective.”2 The opinion outlines how physicians can fulfill this obligation, which largely depends on maintaining current knowledge of best care practices and implementing measurable practice improvement strategies by:

holding themselves accountable to patients, families, and fellow health care professionals for communicating effectively and coordinating care appropriately ... [and] monitoring the quality of care they deliver as individual practitioners—e.g., through personal case review and critical self-reflection, peer review, and use of other quality improvement tools.”2
Patients, professionals, or other decision makers could also glean information from the internet and might not have sufficient expertise to critically examine the content. Opinion 5.5, “Medically Ineffective Interventions,”³ discusses situations in which patients or their family members request treatment that is not medically appropriate. It states that these requests “challenge the physician to balance obligations to respect patient autonomy and not to abandon the patient with obligations to be compassionate, yet candid, and to preserve the integrity of medical judgment.”³ The opinion goes on to explain that, in essence, good communication between a physician, patient, and any decision makers is the most useful and important tool in these situations. Often, goals of care need to be clarified or reaffirmed. Other times, patients, professionals, or family members might be acting out of fear, desperation, grief, or other complex emotions that could interfere, in some cases, with the capacity to assess information and make decisions. These situations require physicians to make context-sensitive assessments of their own and others’ beliefs and how those beliefs can shape specific decisions in individual cases.

Whether proposing or responding to a request for a medical intervention, physicians have responsibilities to base their recommendations on their best medical judgment, which, generally, should be evidence based and patient centered.
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POLICY FORUM
Why Health Professionals Should Speak Out Against False Beliefs on the Internet
Joel T. Wu, JD, MPH, MA and Jennifer B. McCormick, PhD, MPP

Abstract
Broad dissemination and consumption of false or misleading health information, amplified by the internet, poses risks to public health and problems for both the health care enterprise and the government. In this article, we review government power for, and constitutional limits on, regulating health-related speech, particularly on the internet. We suggest that government regulation can only partially address false or misleading health information dissemination. Drawing on the American Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics, we argue that health care professionals have responsibilities to convey truthful information to patients, peers, and communities. Finally, we suggest that all health care professionals have essential roles in helping patients and fellow citizens obtain reliable, evidence-based health information.

The Growing Problem of False Health Information on the Internet
Over the course of the past century, causes of disease and social conceptions of health have evolved from an infectious-agent theory of disease, to a behavioral theory of disease, to a social-ecological model.¹² The social-ecological model recognizes that social and environmental conditions, including the information environment and health-related speech, affect health outcomes for both individuals and populations.³⁴

A problem our society currently faces is the pervasive availability and consumption of false health information,⁵,⁶ which can cause individual and social harm by nurturing false beliefs about medicine, disease, and prevention.⁷ One major source of health-related information is the internet.⁸⁻¹¹ The internet has democratized health information, but, as a result, health care professionals are no longer perceived as authorities with exclusive knowledge about health-related content.¹² Search engines like Google allow anyone to easily find information about anything. Social media sites like Twitter, Reddit, and Facebook provide forums for private citizens to freely express their views, including about medicine and health care. Yet the content disseminated through websites and online communities is largely unregulated. Thus, it is largely up to consumers to determine the quality and reliability of the information.
The question this raises is whether the proliferation of health-related information on the internet should be regulated and, if so, by whom. An argument might be made for government oversight because the wide circulation of false health information can lead to real injuries and harms. After all, a well-established role of the government in a democratic society is to “promote the general welfare” of its citizenry.\textsuperscript{13} Yet, in the United States, the government also has an obligation to protect private citizens’ right to free speech. Thus, there exists a tension between the government’s commitment to general welfare and its duty to affirm individuals’ right to free speech.

This article will explore this tension. First, we review our society’s commitment to protecting the free speech of private citizens in the public sphere, although the content of private speech might be false and even harmful. Second, we briefly describe commercial and professional speech as a specific category of speech that can be regulated by the government for the purposes of public health and welfare. Finally, in recognizing the Constitutional boundaries on free speech in society, we discuss the professional and ethical obligations of health care professionals to provide truthful and accurate health information both in clinical practice and in the community. We suggest that all engaged in the biomedical and scientific enterprise have an ethical and social responsibility to share truthful information about health and to correct falsehoods when possible.

**Free Speech and the Internet**

The First Amendment states, “Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech.”\textsuperscript{14} Supreme Court jurisprudence interpreting the First Amendment has affirmed that private citizens have a constitutionally protected right to articulate personal views and beliefs in public spaces without unnecessary government regulation or censorship, including public spaces on the internet. The right to free speech prevents the government from suppressing speech even if the content is false or offensive, including when the content is health related.\textsuperscript{15} Examples of constitutionally protected false, health-related speech in both physical and virtual public spaces include advocacy groups’ assertions that vaccines are ineffective and cause autism\textsuperscript{16} and prolife advocacy groups’ assertions that abortions cause breast cancer.\textsuperscript{17} In the context of online but not health-related information, the Supreme Court ruled in *Reno v ACLU* that government-instituted, content-based restrictions on nonobscene speech were unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{18} As such, it is unlikely that any health-related internet speech that is not obscene can be regulated by the government. Moreover, given the unpredictability of internet expansion and changes in consumer preferences, whether the government can develop long lasting and enforceable solutions to the problem of false health information remains a difficult and unresolved challenge.\textsuperscript{19}
Commercial and Professional Speech

There are, however, 2 categories of speech for which the government might have authority to constrain or compel speech to promote the health and welfare of the community: commercial speech and professional speech. Commercial speech is a category of speech defined as speech that (1) identifies a product for sale, (2) is a form of advertising, and (3) confers economic benefits.3 Courts can uphold regulation of commercial speech based on a 4-part test articulated in Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corporation v Public Service Commission of New York.20 Historically, examples of the regulation of commercial speech include advertisements for tobacco, alcohol, and gambling.1 However, since Central Hudson, courts have demonstrated increasing reluctance to regulate commercial speech, emphasizing the rights of speakers rather than the state’s interests in the health and welfare of community members.4 We believe this places an increased burden on physicians to correct inaccurate or false health-related information that can be found in commercial sources, including on the internet.

Professional speech is a category of speech that scholars have defined as speech “uttered in the course of professional practice.”21 The Supreme Court indicated in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v Casey in 1992 that physicians’ First Amendment rights not to speak are implicated, but only as part of the practice of medicine, subject to reasonable licensing and regulation by the state.22 While this case involved the constitutionality of a law requiring, among other things, that at least 24 hours before performing an abortion (except in an emergency) physicians inform the woman of the nature of the procedure, the health risks of the abortion and of childbirth, and the “probable gestational age of the unborn child,” it set the stage for state regulation of professional speech between physicians and their patients. Since then, courts have struggled to articulate a consistent approach to defining the scope and limitations of a state’s power to regulate health care professional speech on a range of issues, including physician speech regarding firearm ownership and sexual orientation change efforts.23

While the government has some powers to regulate health-related speech, those powers are very limited and are not comprehensive or consistent. Recognizing the constitutional limits on the government’s powers to regulate private citizens’ free speech in the public sphere, we suggest that government regulation cannot be expected to resolve the problem of false and harmful health-related information that is perpetuated on the internet by private citizens who are speaking with their private citizen rather than their professional “hat” on. Furthermore, the government cannot be relied upon to be the sole speaker of truthful and accurate health information. As recently demonstrated by politically motivated prohibitions of certain words in official documents, the government can publish biased or incomplete statements or refrain altogether from saying anything at all.24,25 Since the government cannot be relied upon to resolve the problem of false health information found on the internet, it is important for anyone involved in the
biomedical enterprise to participate in public discourse. Furthermore, we suggest that physicians, as part of their professional code, have an ethical duty not only not to share bad or false information but also to actively participate in conversations about health and help correct false or harmful information that can be found on the internet.

**Implications for Health Care Professionals**

Medical professionals have a unique responsibility to confront false or misleading beliefs by virtue of their specialized knowledge and professional obligations. First, medical professionals are members of a community that possesses specialized knowledge about and training in health. Second, licensed professionals are the only people in our society who are allowed to practice medicine. The professional obligation to confront false health beliefs and information is more straightforward within a clinical setting: when patients express false or misinformed beliefs, it is professionally and ethically appropriate to attempt to correct and redirect the patients so that they can hopefully use evidence-based information to make an informed decision about their care. But outside an individual patient-clinician relationship, what is the obligation of a health care professional to the broader community to confront false beliefs and information?

We would suggest that health care professionals have an ethical obligation to correct false or misleading health information, share truthful health information, and direct people to reliable sources of health information within their communities and spheres of influence. After all, health and well-being are values shared by almost everyone. Principle V of the AMA Principles of Ethics states: “A physician shall continue to study, apply, and advance scientific knowledge, maintain a commitment to medical education, make relevant information available to patients, colleagues, and the public, obtain consultation, and use the talents of other health professionals when indicated” (italics added). And Principle VII states: “A physician shall recognize a responsibility to participate in activities contributing to the improvement of the community and the betterment of public health” (italics added). Taken together, these principles articulate an ethical obligation to make relevant information available to the public to improve community and public health. In the modern information age, wherein the unconstrained and largely unregulated proliferation of false health information is enabled by the internet and medical knowledge is no longer privileged, these 2 principles have a special weight and relevance.

To withdraw or refrain from public discourse in an environment where false and harmful health information is pervasively disseminated would be an abdication of the ethical obligation to make “relevant information” (or accurate information) available to improve community and public health, as medical and public health professionals possess reliable and truthful information about the nature of health and the causes of disease. For example, educated professionals can embrace invitations to speak at local groups about a particular health-related topic or respond to a blog posting. Another venue is Twitter; some use Twitter in their professional capacity to share news releases and articles and
to participate in organized, moderated Twitter chats. Even in their own social circles, health care professionals can have a positive impact by directing people to accurate sources of information and correcting misperceptions when possible. We recognize that this obligation of health care professionals extends outside the clinical setting and into the sphere of their lives. However, as the causes of death and disability extend beyond the boundaries of the clinic, so do the obligations of health care professionals. This is an obligation they take on when they choose the profession of medicine.
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How Should Clinicians Engage With Online Health Information?
Dónal P. O’Mathúna, PhD, MA

Abstract
Many adults, physicians, and medical students search the internet for health information. Open access has many benefits, but the variable quality of internet health information—ranging from evidence based to false—raises ethical concerns. Using Wikipedia as a case study, this article argues that everyone engaging with internet health information has ethical responsibilities. Those hosting and writing for health websites should ensure that information is evidence based, accurate, up to date, and readable and be transparent about conflicts of interest. Health care professionals, including medical students, have both ethical responsibilities to help patients avoid false or misleading health information and practical opportunities to improve the quality of internet health information. All users of such information—professionals and patients alike—should develop critical appraisal skills and apply them to internet health information to distinguish the good from the junk.

Internet Health Information
The convenience, accessibility, and (often) free availability of internet health information makes it highly attractive. The information is found in many formats, including specialized websites, blogs, and social networking sites. In 2012, an estimated 72% of US adult internet users searched online for health information.¹ Most users (77%) began their searches for health information using search engines; only 13% began their searches using specialized health websites, such as WebMD.¹ However, concerns have been raised about people’s abilities to effectively search for information, comprehend what they find, and cope with the volume and variable quality of information.²⁻⁴

Moreover, the accuracy of internet health information varies greatly. For example, in a study of the quality of online information on mental health, two-thirds of the websites had content rated as good quality using DISCERN, an objective, validated instrument for measuring the quality of written health information.³ A systematic review of information about preoperative fasting on 87 websites, including health care institution websites, found that 55% included at least one recommendation that contradicted evidence-based guidelines.⁴ Of great concern, websites of health care institutions were more likely to
have inaccurate information. Overall, the researchers assessed the quality and readability of the information as poor using validated instruments.

In addition to general health information, research has examined the quality of internet health information about specific conditions. In a United Kingdom (UK) study, online information on rhinoplasty, one of the most common surgical procedures performed, was found to be generally of low quality, unreliable, and difficult to read on the basis of objective measures. Another study examined the portrayal of online health information in US and UK newspaper articles about health, most of which referenced a website. The coders rated 47% of the articles as excellent quality, 33% as average or good quality, and 20% as poor quality. Yet another study examined information on dengue, a significant health problem in developing countries. Among the websites examined, 46% were evaluated as excellent, 15% as good, 18% as fair, 9% as poor, and 11% as very poor using an objective measure of quality. Other studies could be cited to show that the quality of health information on the internet is highly variable.

Given this variability in quality, online health information must be critically appraised to distinguish between what is reliable and what is not. Clinicians—especially those using the internet for informal professional education—have an ethical obligation to use their critical appraisal skills to help patients avoid false or misleading health information. One of the most common sources of online health information is Wikipedia, with over 70% of physicians using it for health care information, as well as over 90% of medical students. Given its popularity, Wikipedia provides an interesting case to examine the ethical obligations of clinicians regarding internet health information.

The Wikipedia Case
Since launching in 2001, Wikipedia has become the fifth most popular website in the world, containing millions of articles in hundreds of languages. As of March 2017, medical topics were covered in 30 000 English-language articles and 164 000 articles in other languages. As a “wiki,” anyone can add, delete, or edit pages, raising concerns about the quality of its information. Some studies have found Wikipedia to be of comparable quality to other sources of general health information, but others have not been so positive. One study focused on the 10 most costly US health conditions and whether Wikipedia made assertions that conflicted with evidence in peer-reviewed articles. Using Wikipedia articles from 2012, the research found statistically significant disagreement between Wikipedia and peer-reviewed sources for 9 of the 10 conditions. The one exception was an article on concussions, which the researchers noted was contributed by those with more expertise than the contributors of the other 9 articles.

Findings like these have led some to discourage the use of Wikipedia for health information, while Amin Azzam, MD, who teaches a course on editing Wikipedia for medical students, argues that physicians “have a moral obligation” to engage actively
with such websites.12 The openness of Wikipedia can thus be seen as an opportunity to address its limitations. In 2004, WikiProject Medicine was founded by a physician to engage those with medical training in editing Wikipedia medical articles.9 It continues to be one of Wikipedia’s most active editing groups, primarily composed of health care professionals, researchers, and students.9 Around the same time, medical students at some universities were offered course credit to edit Wikipedia pages for courses teaching critical appraisal skills.12

Wikipedia also sought to improve its quality through collaborations. Since 2012, Wikipedia has collaborated actively with the Cochrane Collaboration and its over 30 000 contributors, mostly health care professionals and researchers. Cochrane is an international nonprofit organization that produces systematic reviews of health interventions that are seen by many as the gold standard for rigor and reliability.13 Other collaborations have been developed with Wikipedia to encourage active engagement by those with relevant expertise. For example, some peer-reviewed journals encourage, or sometimes require, authors to develop a Wikipedia page to accompany their published article; the Public Library of Science dual publishes broad review articles in its journals and in Wikipedia; and Translators without Borders, a nonprofit organization, has translated Wikipedia medical pages into over 100 languages.9 Other initiatives have been internal to Wikipedia, such as checks on the quality of both the content and the editing of medical articles. While the quality across the massive website remains variable, recent assessments are showing improvements.9 This finding demonstrates how an ethical commitment to promoting the accuracy of health information on the internet can bring demonstrable improvements that help protect patients from false or misleading information.

**Ethical Principles**

The types of improvements that Wikipedia has sought are motivated by a number of ethical principles that should apply to all internet health information. Foremost among these is the importance of promoting the general good and avoiding harm to users of the information. One way to do this is by ensuring that the best available evidence informs the content.

High-quality health care involves core commitments to safety, effectiveness, patient-centeredness, and equity, among others.14 Each of these commitments can be linked to ethical principles: for example, patient-centeredness is based on respect for persons, and safety is based on nonmaleficence.15 Such commitments and ethical principles apply equally to clinical practice and internet health information. Patient-centeredness, for example, should lead authors of website content to provide health information in clear and easily readable ways. To ensure that patients spend their limited resources on effective interventions and are not harmed by false claims, authors of website content should also ensure that information comes from credible sources that are backed up by
high-quality evidence and references. When relevant, authors of website content should identify the type of study design and link to a description of it so that readers can inform themselves of the strengths and limitations of each type of evidence. Most elements of evidence-based practice can thus be shown to be informed by ethical principles and values.15

A number of ethical principles similar to those discussed above were articulated in the 2000 e-Health Code of Ethics.16 The guiding principles are summarized in table 1. In addition, the document accompanying the Code discusses several ways to put these principles into practice.

Table. Guiding Principles of the e-Health Code of Ethics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candor</td>
<td>“Disclose information that if known by consumers would likely affect consumers’ understanding or use of the site or purchase or use of a product or service.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
<td>“Be truthful and not deceptive.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>“Provide health information that is accurate, easy to understand, and up to date. and Provide the information users need to make their own judgments about the health information, products, or services provided by the site.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed consent</td>
<td>“Respect users’ right to determine whether or how their personal data will be collected, used, or shared.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>“Respect the obligation to protect users’ privacy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionalism in Online Health Care</td>
<td>“Respect fundamental ethical obligations to patients and clients. and Inform and educate patients and clients about the limitations of online health care.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible Partnering</td>
<td>“Ensure that organisations and sites with which they affiliate are trustworthy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>“Provide meaningful opportunity for users to give feedback to the site. and Monitor their compliance with the e-Health Code of Ethics.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© Helga Rippen, Ahmad Risk. Adapted from Table 1 in “e-Health Code of Ethics,” originally published in the Journal of Medical Internet Research (http://www.jmir.org/2000/2/9/)16 and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Although not explicitly mentioned in the Code, conflict of interest is another important ethical consideration. Users of internet health information must determine if the content is trustworthy, so authors should disclose any conflicts of interest that can intentionally or unintentionally introduce bias into the content. One of the reasons Wikipedia introduced stricter oversight policies for medical content was that employees of companies with commercial interests were found to be adding and deleting information so that articles portrayed their products in more favorable ways. While such marketing strategies might be acceptable in some commercial realms, there are reasons to regard applying such strategies to health information as unethical.

The potential for conflicts of interest to introduce bias into online health information reached a new level in 2014 as a new group of top-level internet domain names (like the familiar “.com” and “.edu”) were being released. Among these were “.health” and 17 other health-related names. Despite objections from the World Health Organization and many medical informatics experts, the names were allocated “to the highest bidders,” according to critics, rather than by what would best promote and safeguard public health. According to the CEO of DotHealth, the company that eventually won the contract to administer domain names with .health in them, removing anything other than harmful and illegal information “in the name of ‘quality’ is a dangerous precedent that amounts to potential censorship of free speech at worst and favoritism at best.” Critics claimed they were not arguing for censorship but that, given the credibility and trust inherent in a .health website name, transparency should be the guiding ethical principle for health information websites. This means that those hosting and writing for health websites should be transparent about who they are and any conflicts of interest they might have so that readers can evaluate the trustworthiness or potential bias of the information. Those hosting interactive websites should also be transparent about how the privacy and confidentiality of any user-provided information will be protected.

**Justice** is another important ethical principle in the context of the internet. The widespread availability of the internet is frequently noted, but not everyone has easy, affordable, and reliable access to it. This disparity can occur for several reasons, including poor infrastructure, the costs of access or equipment, or lack of internet technology or health literacy. If only those with certain incomes can access “free” health information, websites can unfairly or unjustly give preferential prominence to the health concerns of those with higher incomes and neglect the concerns of those with lower incomes. Some attempts have been made to counteract these tendencies. For example, while Wikipedia medical content is still skewed towards English, a collaboration with Translators without Borders is helping to ensure articles are available in a wider range of languages.

Other practical approaches to addressing quality include ways to credential health websites. The Health on the Net Foundation (HON) is a Swiss nongovernmental organization seeking to improve the reliability and credibility of health and medical
information on the internet.** It does this via a code of conduct that provides HONcode certification to websites that agree to adhere to these ethical standards. Each year, websites need to be re-evaluated and recertified, although HON does not evaluate the quality of the information on the website.** HONcode certification is widely used as an indicator of higher-quality information, for which some independent research has found supportive evidence.** However, researchers have found that some websites displaying HONcode certification were not in compliance with all of the code’s principles, and another study found a weak correlation between HONcode certification and the quality of website health information.**

Other deeper and less tangible ethical issues arise in the context of internet health information, which will only be mentioned here. One issue is how patients using the internet instead of engaging with clinicians to diagnose, investigate, and possibly treat their health conditions will impact their health and how they view their conditions. It would be problematic if patients engaged in endless internet searching for explanations of their symptoms or conditions or came to hold false beliefs about them, especially if consultation with health care professionals could provide clearer answers. For example, the term “cyberchondria” has been coined for the exacerbation of health anxiety following frequent internet searching for health information. A second issue is how the internet will impact patient-professional interactions and relationships as patients come to professionals with more information gleaned from the internet. While information gathering can be beneficial, it can also lead to problems if patients come to hold false beliefs and adamantly adhere to them despite strong evidence to the contrary.

**Conclusion**

Health information on the internet highlights the value of access to information. As such, it is a public resource that should be used for the public good. Health information can promote health, but it also has the potential for harm if it promotes false beliefs or is misleading. To the degree information is evidence based, honest, reliable, and understandable, it can promote good. To the degree it is misleading, biased, or inaccurate, it can lead to harm—either by giving readers incorrect recommendations or by diverting them from good courses of action. The variable quality of information on the internet creates ethical responsibilities for all involved with internet health information: providers, professionals, and the public. Providers of online health information should ensure their websites adhere to ethical standards like those discussed here. Health care professionals should engage with patients about the information they access and help them critically appraise it so that they can evaluate health information better themselves. It is important not only to critique low-quality websites but also to become involved in initiatives to help improve what is available online. Many opportunities exist to improve internet health information, enabling medical professionals to contribute to public health and public good. The flip side of open access to so much health information is the ethical responsibility to critically appraise that information. The internet has
reaffirmed for another generation the Latin aphorism *caveat lector* (let the reader beware).
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Abstract
Public accommodation laws (PALs) are used to address discrimination against minorities. There is broad discussion about using such laws to either protect or prohibit access to sex-segregated spaces for transgender people. Health care facilities are subject to PALs, which affect rooming assignments and access to sex-segregated environments. Around the time that a Massachusetts transgender PAL went into effect in October 2016, the first author (EB) facilitated 18 professional trainings at 5 health care facilities in greater Boston. During these trainings, staff repeatedly brought up 2 areas of moral concern reflecting public conversations about transgender rights: risk posed by the presence of transwomen in sex-segregated spaces and feelings of unpreparedness for dealing with anti-trans bias. This article discusses the role of education in responding to gender panic in inpatient settings.

Public Accommodation Laws and Gender Panic in the Inpatient Setting
Public accommodation laws (PALs) are used to address discrimination against minority groups. Currently, there is broad public discussion about using PALs to either protect or prohibit access to sex-segregated spaces for transgender people.1-3 Transgender people have a gender identity that is different than the one typically associated with their assigned sex at birth, in contrast to cisgender people, whose gender identities are congruent with their assigned sex at birth.

PALs can have significant implications for health care professionals. Since October 2016, Massachusetts has guaranteed transgender people, as a civil right, access to sex-segregated facilities that are consistent with their sincerely held gender identity, regardless of their histories of medical or surgical care.4 Health care facilities, including hospitals, nursing homes, and substance abuse treatment facilities, all qualify as public accommodations under this law. Between 2016 and 2018, the first author (EB)
facilitated 18 trainings on gender-affirming care for health care practitioners and support staff at 5 facilities in greater Boston—2 city hospitals, 2 suburban satellite centers, and 1 urban, inpatient addiction facility. Trainings ranged in size from 5 to over 50 participants. During those trainings, clinical and nonclinical staff repeatedly brought up 2 areas of moral concern about dealing with transgender patients. This paper describes inpatient staff experiences of moral concern based on the first author’s recollection of these conversations, likely antecedents for the development of such concerns, and the importance of addressing such concerns through education.

**Staff Experiences of Gender Panic**

The primary concern expressed by staff during the aforementioned trainings reflected moral panic over fear that a heterosexual, cisgender man could present as a transgender woman to prey on women in a sex-segregated space. Specifically, during several trainings, staff members stated that they thought it was inappropriate to house transgender women with cisgender women, justifying that statement with some variation on the hypothetical question, “How do we know that they [transgender women] are not men pretending to be women in order to assault them [cisgender women]?” This concern expresses one kind of gender panic and was brought up in more than half of all trainings, usually by support staff rather than clinical staff.

This kind of gender panic is also cited as the reason for a number of so-called “bathroom bills” proposed or enacted in the United States. Bathroom bills require people to access facilities concordant with a gender listing on their birth certificate or their sex assigned at birth. In other words, transgender women are expected to use men’s facilities and transgender men, women’s facilities, until and unless they are able to change the sex named on their birth certificate. A few states do not allow birth certificates to be changed in this way. Even where allowed, states may require people to undergo genital-affirmation surgery, which can be financially prohibitive, even for those people who wish to undergo such procedures.

Such bills are often described in ways that indirectly or directly position transgender women as a sexual threat, including referring to transgender women as men and describing them as perverse or unnatural. Media have also historically positioned transgender women as dangerous, predatory, or objects of disgust, although such portrayals have become more positive in recent years. Lack of broad public discussion about transgender identities as normal variation and not dangerous, combined with the fact that many people do not know anyone who is transgender, enable fear and negative media portrayals to shape transphobic beliefs, which further nourish gender panic, including in clinic office settings.

Discussions about bathroom bills almost entirely focus on threats perceived to accrue when transgender women, who might still have male genitalia, are allowed to enter
women’s-only spaces. Rarely are similar concerns expressed about transgender men.\textsuperscript{15,18} This asymmetry in the perception of transgender women and transgender men is presumably because cisgender women are seen as vulnerable to being taken advantage of in ways that cisgender men typically are not and because transgender men are more likely to “pass” in men’s-only spaces.\textsuperscript{19} During trainings, pointing out this asymmetry in the perception of transgender men and women seemed to be an effective way to help people begin to question their feelings of gender panic, as it encouraged them to consider how their concerns about transgender women might be a reflection of broader issues of gender in society. Ironically, the way that femininity is associated with sexual vulnerability in American culture means that the very transgender women being framed as threats in gender panic discourse are themselves at high risk of sexual victimization.\textsuperscript{20}

The gender stereotypes that position women as inherently sexually vulnerable and men as inherently sexually threatening have led to widespread acceptance of the notion that, given access and opportunity, men will be sexually aggressive towards women—something often shorthanded by the term \textit{rape culture}.\textsuperscript{21} No evidence known to the authors supports the concern that cisgender men masquerade as transgender women to access women’s-only spaces. However, transgender women are at demonstrably elevated risk of sexual assault relative to cisgender women: in a large 2015 national survey, 47\% reported having been sexually assaulted during their lifetime,\textsuperscript{22} a rate more than double that for cisgender women.\textsuperscript{23} Transgender women are also at known risk for sexual assault in public restrooms, which can cause health problems due to bathroom avoidance.\textsuperscript{24} What helped to address the staff’s concern about rape culture was linking the elevated risk of assault, stigma, and discrimination faced by transgender women to the lack of evidence of cisgender men pretending to be transgender as a ploy to gain access to women’s spaces.

Those who disagree with transgender PALs seem to sincerely believe that such regulations put cisgender women at risk, generally due to multiple misconceptions about gender, sex, and power common in society and reinforced by transphobic narratives.\textsuperscript{7,10,11,15,18} As such, professional education about gender-affirming care must not simply dictate inclusive behavior but should explore reasons why people might be tempted to resist such behavior. The authors’ experience suggests that discussion of each of the aforementioned factors—rape culture, disproportionate focus on transgender women, sexual assault risk experienced by transgender women, and health effects of bathroom avoidance—can help ameliorate clinician and support staff concerns.

### Staff Concerns About Patient Bias

The second concern that was repeatedly brought up, more often by clinic support staff members than by clinicians, was that they did not know how they would deal with people who expressed transphobic viewpoints or discomfort about transgender patients.
This concern took the form of the hypothetical question, “How am I supposed to deal with it if my patients freak out because their roommate is transgender?” In other words, these staff members were concerned about dealing with others’ gender panic. Whereas staff members’ gender panic was generally defended as being based on rational beliefs, others’ panic—known as secondary panic—was more often construed as an emotional issue. This could be because nurses and other health care practitioners frequently witness, or are victims of, discriminatory behavior. There have been numerous reports of patients refusing or demanding to be cared for by someone of a specific race, religion, or sex. Anecdotal reports of patients protesting their assigned roommate in inpatient settings also tend to include allusions to perceived race, religion, and sexual orientation.

Our experience suggests that secondary gender panic is easier to address with staff members than their own gender panic, due to their experience addressing discriminatory behavior in other contexts. For example, we found that prompting staff members to recognize the similarity of gender identity discrimination to racial or religious discrimination helped them realize that they already had the skills and experience to intervene. We also found it helpful to remind staff that this issue could be more of a theoretical concern than an actual one, as patients are not typically exposed to other patients’ genitals and might have no idea about the gender identity of their roommate.

**Gender Panic as a Patient Safety Concern**

Conservative dialogue about PALs tends to treat PALs as sources of safety concerns. As public accommodations, health care spaces are locations with potential for controversy about transgender issues. For example, during training, some health care practitioners and staff members were observed to question repeatedly whether PALs, particularly those that allow transgender women to access women’s-only spaces, put cisgender women at risk.

To date, there is no known published data suggesting that PALs pose a risk to cisgender patients. However, there is substantial evidence that gender panic and discrimination pose risks to transgender patients. Numerous studies document discrimination against transgender patients in clinical settings. Types of discrimination include verbal, physical, and sexual harassment; refusal of care; and even unnecessary forced treatment. These experiences pose direct risks to the health of transgender patients and serve as barriers to their seeking health care in future.

PALs have potential to significantly improve the lives of transgender people. However, education for clinicians and support staff is needed to address gender panic that can lead to hostility and other concerns described here. Research has shown that explicit education on transgender issues increases staff members’ comfort and decreases bias in patient care. As such, understanding and addressing fears that lead to gender panic has potential to improve clinician satisfaction, patients’ experiences, and patients’ health.
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How Should Clinicians Respond When Patients Are Influenced by Celebrities’ Cancer Stories?

Divya Yerramilli, MD, MBE, Alexandra Charrow, MD, MBE, and Arthur Caplan, PhD

Abstract

Despite the prodigious medical literature on cancer care, some patients rely on celebrity narratives as frameworks for understanding their experiences of cancer and as benchmarks for decision making. Regardless of whether these narratives are appropriate sources of health information for patients, it has been shown that celebrity narratives influence patterns of care. Three cases—John McCain, Angelina Jolie, and Jimmy Carter—are presented to illustrate how media coverage of cancer can have unforeseen consequences on individual patients exposed to these kinds of stories. For this reason, clinicians should become familiar with these narratives and comfortable with discussing how celebrity narratives can shape patients’ views and decisions.

Importance of Patient Cancer Narratives

The internet has drastically changed the landscape of medicine in general and cancer care in particular. While the medical profession continues to communicate scientific advances in a top-down manner through medical journals, celebrity narrative has come to matter more as a source of information for the public, as people use the internet for bottom-up “organic advocacy.” In the past decade, several high-profile figures have publicly dealt with their cancer diagnoses and in turn shaped the evolving narrative of cancer in the media. Celebrity cancer stories range from exceptional, nongeneralizable narratives to stories of cancer management that align closely with scientific recommendations. For example, in the case of Senator John McCain’s diagnosis of glioblastoma, an incurable cancer, media coverage focusing on triumph obfuscated factual information regarding prognosis, which could inhibit other patients from addressing their goals of care. In the case of Angelina Jolie, who attempted to address breast and ovarian cancer prevention in women with BRCA mutations, the nuances of individual risk were misinterpreted by the public and impacted patterns of care. Finally,
the case of former President Jimmy Carter shows that success with novel therapies can also create expectations for excellent outcomes, although researchers are still actively studying the side effects and benefits of these new agents. Regardless of whether celebrities’ experiences are generalizable, physicians cannot ignore the power celebrities have either to perpetuate or to neutralize false impressions of cancer management.

John McCain
Before his death in August 2018, John McCain, the former Republican senator from Arizona, publicly revealed his diagnosis of glioblastoma (a form of brain cancer) and returned to Congress for critical votes regarding US health care and taxes. Glioblastoma, unfortunately, is a terminal disease, with the best treatment option consisting of maximal surgical removal of the tumor followed by chemoradiation, with only about a quarter of patients surviving 2 years after diagnosis. McCain’s story demonstrated that celebrity can reinforce entrenched, simplified views of cancer as manageable with aggressive, cutting-edge treatment. Media coverage of McCain—a war veteran and then-US senator in the midst of political crisis—focused on his innate character, resilience, and stoicism in his fight against cancer. The media, quoting prominent US politicians, leveraged McCain’s courage in war to reassure the public that he could overcome an unpredictable and a devastating illness. While messages of positivity and strength are certainly important in helping patients cope, patients facing similar diagnoses might have interpreted such coverage as a promise of their own chances of recovery, although the majority of patients experience fear, weakness, and the very real comorbid psychiatric symptoms and illnesses that can accompany cancer. Unfortunately, in an effort to show support for the senator, these narratives might perpetuate false hope for many patients suffering from glioblastoma, preventing patients and their families from pursuing appropriate care and psychological support.

Angelina Jolie
In another case, Angelina Jolie attempted to alter the depiction of cancer in the media when she wrote about her own concerns about breast cancer risk, given that she had a mutation of the BRCA1 gene. She tried to empower women at risk of breast cancer by discussing her decision to undergo the preventative measure of removing both her breasts and by encouraging awareness of familial risk for breast cancer and exploration of therapeutic options in order to make informed choices. In a follow-up piece about the preventative removal of her ovaries and fallopian tubes, Jolie tempered the generalizability of her story, stating, “There is more than one way to deal with any health issue.... [C]hoose what is right for you personally.” Multiple studies have found that the mere publication of Jolie’s narrative impacted patterns of care on a broad level, with patients seeking information regarding risk-reducing double mastectomy and asking for genetic testing. As is commonly observed by oncologists, patients frequently misinterpret double mastectomy as a recommended safe and precautionary treatment for all women worried about breast cancer, regardless of pre-existing risk, without
realizing Jolie’s decision reflected the fact that she had an 87% lifetime risk of breast cancer from a genetic mutation. This misunderstanding of medical facts in many cases leads women to pursue unnecessarily aggressive surgical options when they might otherwise pursue less invasive and less morbid preventative and treatment options.

Jimmy Carter
While Angelina Jolie focused attention on cancer prevention, former President Carter used his celebrity to call attention to novel therapies, such as immunotherapy, for patients with advanced cancers. He described the multidisciplinary care he received—including surgery, immunotherapy, and radiation—as well as the multi-institutional care he received, all of which are in no way restricted to former presidents or Nobel Prize winners. His uneditorialized description of the logistics of his care were perhaps the most generalizable. However, access to novel therapeutic agents is not easily obtained, and while former President Carter had a wonderful response to his treatment, there is still a great deal that is unknown about the benefits and risks of new agents such as immunotherapy. These kinds of success stories are important and of scientific merit, but the treatments they describe are not guaranteed miracle cures on which every patient can pin hopes.

Influence of Celebrity Cancer Narratives
These cancer stories matter because they influence care. Several studies have shown that information seeking, cancer screening, and primary prevention are influenced by celebrity narratives of cancer care. However, these studies did not measure the fear and psychological distress that also might accompany excessive screening or drastic unnecessary medical procedures. Furthermore, we know that patients with advanced cancer who do not understand their prognosis are more likely to choose aggressive treatments instead of considering treatments that might better subserve their quality of life. Therefore, we can infer that celebrity stories that further perpetuate false understandings of prognosis might lead cancer patients to seek care that might not align with their true wishes had they possessed a realistic understanding of their disease. Mostly, these studies underscore a terrifying reality: patients find scientific evidence generated by rigorous clinical trials less compelling than anecdotes by or about celebrities.

Ultimately, famous people have no legal or ethical obligations to other cancer patients. They are not physicians, and the general public is not their collective patient. They have a right to express their experience of care and how it impacts their lives in the way they choose. Technically, they owe nothing more than any other cancer patient owes in the public domain. To this point, even ordinary people can leverage social media to impact public understanding of cancer. However, celebrities do not have the scientific expertise to give medical advice and to highlight nuances in different cases. This unfortunately...
means that, when they do tell their stories, falsehoods and myths can become entrenched in the public understanding of cancer care.

However, to ignore the impact celebrity words have on other patients would be akin to denying that tobacco advertisements have no impact on smoking and, therefore, cancer risk. Celebrity narratives can have powerful effects both in favor of evidence-based medicine and against it. Celebrities communicate how cancer impacts their work, the role of faith as a source of support, and their fear of the possibility of cancer returning. These ambassadors of cancer care share how they struggle to lift life, work, and family out of the sea of medical jargon, appointments, and side effects that become routine. They destigmatize the diagnosis, promote self-empowerment, and help people find support in common experiences.

Celebrity power in the media makes public figures both ideal and necessary partners. Experts in cancer care, whose research is scientifically sound and grounded in data, need to cultivate voices that are strong and emotionally resonant and whose message is accessible to the public as well as evidenced based.

**Advice for Physicians**

Physicians should be aware of the stories to which patients gravitate before they ever enter the office and should consider reading media in conjunction with medical journals. Relying on the media for health information can be considered a structural risk factor in the same way that a neighborhood with high air pollution and poor access to healthy food and low vaccination rates are structural risk factors. Physicians take into account information about the health environment of the individual—which should include social media—in order to improve communication, narrow differential diagnoses, and make realistic health plans. There could be barriers, biases, limitations, and health literacy discrepancies that form in the online space. It is helpful to know what patients read and to address the impact of this content on how patients view their health.

Ultimately, the best space to engage with patients is still the office. Physicians are limited in their freedom of speech in the office by privacy laws (eg, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA] of 1996) and possibly by liability policies. However, as physicians recognize misconceptions perpetuated online regarding cancer care—such as the belief that extensive surgery is required for low-risk, early stage breast cancer—there might be opportunities in physician-mediated forums to encourage people to discuss their personal medical decisions with their own physicians who understand their clinical case.

The impact of celebrities on cancer care exists, regardless of whether physicians believe it should. In fact, the impact of celebrities on patients’ newfound engagement with media extends far beyond cancer and has been shown to impact screening for infectious
diseases as well.\textsuperscript{25} In response, medicine must find its way to the information mainstream if patients are to receive the most helpful and accurate information. Physicians can partner with celebrities to ensure accurate information is available online by linking anecdotes with standard guidelines. Furthermore, physicians should understand that relying on media for health information is a structural risk factor and warn patients about the potential effects of the media on their perceptions of cancer and decisions regarding their own health care and bodies.
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HISTORY OF MEDICINE
Ads and Labels From Early 20th-Century Health Fraud Promotions
Amber Dushman, MA, MLIS

Abstract
Ten advertisements and labels from the American Medical Association (AMA) Historical Health Fraud and Alternative Medicine Collection illustrate false health beliefs perpetuated in 20th-century medical quackery promotions. This article canvasses some of the claims made and responses to these ads and labels.

Figure 1. No Relief From Veracolate or the AMA’s Chemists

Courtesy of the American Medical Association Archives.¹

Veracolate, made by the Marcy Company of Boston, Massachusetts, claimed to aid indigestive problems with iron, quinine, and strychnine. Upon review of Veracolate’s
actual chemical composition in 1915, the American Medical Association (AMA) found it to be “semisecret in composition, unscientific in combination.”\textsuperscript{2} The AMA noted that Veracolate’s claims were “unwarranted” and wrote to an inquiring woman from Chicago, “A person who continually uses Veracolate … has simply developed the cathartic habit…. They [Veracolate tablets] contain two digestive ferments that are utterly incompatible when given in one tablet.”\textsuperscript{3} Veracolate tablets claimed to contain 2 ingredients: pepsin and pancreatin; however, when taken in a tablet form, they were ineffective. Pepsin, a palliative ingredient in Veracolate, is only active in an acid medium, and pancreatin has to act in an alkaline medium, rendering these tablets ineffective for real digestive issues when taken in tablet form.

Figure 2. The Cry of the Cells, 1917

![Image](image.png)

Courtesy of the American Medical Association Archives.\textsuperscript{4}

From the early 1910s through World War II, Oak Balm was advertised as a women’s at-home treatment for ailments of the vaginal tract, allowing customers to treat themselves in the privacy of their own homes. The manufacturer, Hager Medical Company in South Bend, Indiana, used a free booklet to sell Oak Balm through a dramatic storytelling of a history of the body, pain, and remedies. The booklet declares, “When the cells are congested and they cannot find relief locally, they cry for help and this CRY OF THE CELLS is called ‘Pain.’”\textsuperscript{5} The Oak Balm manufacturer claimed to remedy pain in females due to menstrual cramps or a rigid cervix, which caused infertility.\textsuperscript{6} According to AMA Propaganda Department chemists, who were responsible for gathering and disseminating information concerning health fraud and quackery, the preparation consisted of 2 suppositories made up of boric acid, alum, and cacao butter, but no tannin. Therefore, no oak constituent was present, which was ironic considering the product was named “Oak Balm.”

The AMA did not recommend Oak Balm and questioned its claims of “prompt, pleasant and permanent” cures of all diseases of women, including cancer, gall stones, and arthritis.\textsuperscript{7} The Propaganda Department was later renamed the Department of Investigation and answered inquiries from physicians, local Better Business Bureau
offices across the United States, the news media, and members of the public. In the process of preparing answers to these inquiries, the Department also corresponded with federal and state regulatory agencies, state and county medical societies, and experts in the field to verify the legitimacy of promoters’ claims. This work was done long before the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) took it over in 1975.

**Figure 3. You’ll Feel Like a New Person**

![Violetta Ozone Generator](image)

Courtesy of the American Medical Association Archives.

This common device of the early 20th century purported to cure most ills of the flesh by means of a violet-colored electrical discharge, which gave a mild superficial stimulation to the part of the body to which it was applied. “Violet-Rays applied by the Violetta reach every cell, tissue and organ of your body—reviving, vitalizing and energizing every atom of your make-up.... From the first treatment you’ll feel like a new person,” claimed the Vi-Rex Company of Chicago. The company promised consumers increased mental and physical energy and more general success if they used the Violetta. The AMA deemed these claims false in a 1929 letter to Mr K. B. Williamson at the National Better Business Bureau.
The Emmert Proprietary Company of Chicago, Illinois, sold this deadly product during a brief 2-year period from 1910 to 1912, making claims directed toward mothers that it “was the best medicine for diseases incident to infancy.” Manufacturers claimed that the syrup “quiets and soothes all pain,” “cures diarrhea and dysentery in the worst forms,” and “cures ... diphtheria.” The AMA reported very little on Dr Winchell’s Teething Syrup but disputed the above claims as false and misleading and reported in Nostrums and Quackery that the tonic was misbranded.
Dr W. O. Coffee’s advertisement is an example of 20th-century quackery and mail-order fraud. Proprietor William O. Coffee was a long-time practitioner of fraud who died in 1927; however, not wanting the profitable business to die with his father, his son, P. E. Coffee, carried on his legacy. P. E. Coffee held a degree in homeopathy but was never licensed to practice medicine in the United States and operated the business out of Davenport, Iowa. The W. O. Coffee Company used well-established mail-order methods—in particular, a follow-up system by which several letters were sent to persons who did not act on earlier mailings.

The so-called deafness treatment in this advertisement consisted of 2 powders, an inhalant, oils for the ear, a salve for the nose, another ointment for the ears, and laxative tablets. In a hearing that was part of a lawsuit against Coffee, the company revealed that 2 women without medical training working for the company would “diagnose” deafness in patients and furnish treatments. In one response, Arthur Cramp of the AMA addressed the American Federation of Organizations for the Hard of Hearing and explained that the number of deafness-cure quacks was large in comparison with medical charlatans in general because the patient, after receiving a discouraging verdict from scientific medicine, often turned hopefully to the allure of false claims.14

Figure 6. Hair Grows Like a Plant

Recommended for use a few minutes a day, the Modern Vacuum Cap of Baldness allegedly stopped hair loss and dandruff. According to advertisers who actively promoted the apparatus between 1915 and 1930, all it took was science and common sense. In reality, the vacuum cap was a rubber head piece from which air was removed by a hand pump. “It’s bunk,” stated the AMA in a 1927 letter to the National Better Business Bureau.16 The device produced a passive hyperemia, an increase—equivalent to mild stimulation—in the amount of blood in scalp vasculature but did not grow hair. The AMA furthered explained to the Better Business Bureau, “In the vast majority of cases of
baldness, the hair follicle is destroyed, and you might just as well expect to grow a new finger when a finger has been cut off as to grow new hair where the hair is actually gone.” The AMA condemned the cap as injurious to the scalp, hair, and head.

**Figure 7. The Natural Way to Health**

![Image of Normalettes advertisement](image)

Courtesy of the American Medical Association Archives.

This early health food vendor advertised to prospective customers through chiropractors and other “drugless healers” during the post-World War I years through the Depression years of the 1930s. The manufacturer of Normalettes claimed to cure all in the “the Family Group of Ten: Catarrh, constipation, indigestion, tonic, rejuvenation, underweight, goiter, female diseases, overweight and the growing child.” The nostrum itself was a tablet containing ground plant material coated with chalk and sugar. Other formulas included small amounts of phenolphthalein (laxative) and bile salts, starch digestant, charcoal, and baking soda. According to letters to inquiring physicians and members of the public, the AMA noted that it did not analyze Normalettes so it could not comment on the effects of the pills, but it did warn of the company’s quackish claims and advised that results sought by taking Normalettes could be achieved by a well-balanced diet full of vitamins and minerals. Normalettes does not seem to have advertised beyond Southern California, and the AMA received very few requests for information, which explains why the AMA Bureau of Investigation did not analyze the nostrum.
J. M. Peebles of Dr Peebles’ Epilepsy Remedy received a fraudulent degree from Philadelphia University of Medicine and Surgery and operated out of Battle Creek, Michigan, during the first quarter of the 20th century. He reached his victims in the usual manner through advertisements placed in newspapers and magazines. He offered a “free trial treatment,” which, combined with scare tactics and claims of cures, acted as bait to desperate members of the public who suffered seizures. The chemical breakdown of Dr Peeples’ Epilepsy Remedy was 8.4% alcohol and roughly 22% ammonia, potassium, sodium, bromide, and chloride. As the AMA noted, “The use of bromid[e]s in the treatment of epilepsy has been known for years” but was, at best, palliative—a far cry from Peebles’ claim that the compound offered a cure. The drug acted as a sedative, generally tending to suppress some seizures. Despite this effect, the AMA did not recommend Dr Peebles’ Epilepsy Remedy to epileptics because the “indiscriminate use” of bromides was dangerous. Early studies had found that long-term use of bromides caused irritability, depression, hallucinations, and homicidal tendencies.
Professor Evons operated out of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and was widely known for his lecture series on sex. But sex talks weren’t the only thing Professor L. Ellis Evons was selling. He was peddling oxylin antiseptic tablets for guarding against vaginal infections. This poisonous drug was found to contain over 50% boric acid by an FDA inspector. Gearing his products towards women, he also used these lectures to distribute contraceptives. He advertised himself as a “noted biologist and sexologist.” However, according to correspondence between the AMA and the Better Business Bureau of Philadelphia in 1934, the Bureau of Investigation revealed “he was wholly unknown to [the] science world.” Professor Evons was operating during a time when the Comstock Laws made discussion and distribution of contraceptives illegal. He used the “Women’s National Health Council,” a sham operation, as a front to arrange his well-attended lectures. Although they were ostensibly free, he did ask for donations from the women who attended. It’s believed that he secretly sold his contraceptives in a back room after these lectures. In 1935, he was fined for distributing contraceptives in Philadelphia. Just one year prior, he had been arrested in Albany, New York, for giving a lecture on birth control as part of a sting operation that involved the AMA. At the June 1938 annual meeting, the AMA passed policy “so that physicians may legally give contraceptive information to their patients,” reflecting the changing laws and acceptance of dispensing contraceptives as a valid medical practice in the United States.
Dr Towns’ Epilepsy Treatment purported, “Most physicians claim there is no cure. ... We claim there is a positive, permanent and speedy cure.”

The Dr W. Towns’ Medical Company of Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin, was one of many providers of fake cures for epilepsy during the early 20th century. As reported in *JAMA*, Towns circulated a leaflet giving what he called “endorsements” of his nostrum and published a celebratory editorial about his nostrum in the *American Journal of Health*. However, this editorial meant little to those who knew that the *American Journal of Health* would endorse any fake willing to pay its publication fee. Federal chemists found that Towns’ nostrum consisted of sweetened, flavored ammonium bromide and salt, a sugar-coated pill of sulphonyl mixed with talcum and tolu, and black pills composed of charcoal, sugar, phosphorus, and inorganic matter, with a small amount of strychnine-bearing material. These chemists declared Towns’ Epilepsy Treatment misbranded as a “cure” for epilepsy. Federal authorities prosecuted Towns for making false and misleading claims; Towns pleaded guilty and was fined.
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ART OF MEDICINE
When I Take Off My White Coat...
Joseph Gascho, MD

Abstract
Lay persons might think physicians spend all their time in hospitals or clinics or that physicians fly their private jets to exclusive resorts for long weekends. But physicians are regular people just like their patients, and, when not on the job, they do many of the same things for the same reasons: playing with pets and doing sports, music, and art. Physicians might not have a blue-ribbon dog, might not have played varsity basketball in college, might not have gone to Julliard before medical school, might not have had one-person exhibits at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, but what they do when they are not wearing their white coats can make them better physicians when they put the coats back on again.
Figure 1. Dwight Davis, MD With Dog and With Students and Residents on Rounds

When I’m not wearing my white coat, I try to enjoy and give thanks for the many simple pleasures of life.

When I’m wearing my white coat, I remind our residents and students about the unique responsibility we have to provide humanistic care to our patients during difficult times in their lives.
Figure 2. Michael Farbaniec, MD Making Sound and Reading Images of Sound

When I'm not wearing my white coat, nothing evokes as emotional a response for me as music. It impacts my work life and well-being greatly.

When I'm wearing my white coat, I find great pleasure in diagnosing patients using visualizations created by organized sound.
Figure 3. Faisal Aziz, MD Holding a Painting and Gowned in Operating Room

When I’m not wearing my white coat, the world is beautiful and despite using all the colors that I use to paint, I can only capture a tiny portion of its beauty.

When I’m wearing my white coat, the whole universe stops and the only thing that matters is the patient on the operating table.
Figure 4. Anisa Chaudhry, MD Serving a Tennis Ball and Examining a Patient

When I’m not wearing my white coat, I enjoy sun, fun, and exercise. Tennis allows me to do all three while never “taking my eye off the ball.”

When I’m wearing my white coat, I think about the physical exam. It might be a dying art, but it will always remain an integral part of clinical assessment in adults with congenital heart disease.
Joseph Gascho, MD is a cardiologist at Penn State College of Medicine in Hershey, Pennsylvania. A published poet and photographer, he has portraits of patients, physicians, and support staff on permanent display at Penn State Health Milton S. Hershey Medical Center.
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PERSONAL NARRATIVE
How Should a Research Ethicist Combat False Beliefs and Therapeutic Misconception Risk in Biomedical Research?
Jennifer B. McCormick, PhD, MPP

Abstract
Therapeutic misconception can be especially challenging at large research-intensive academic medical centers, where boundaries between clinical care and research can become murky. In early stage clinical trials, for example, physicians often encourage patients to enroll in a drug or an intervention study as part of a treatment plan. As a research ethicist, I have found myself having to temper researchers’ enthusiasm to prevent their overemphasizing positive benefits to participants. One strategy I’ve used is to encourage researchers to collaborate with treating physicians and to continually engage participants in assessing risks and benefits. This strategy has been helpful not only in early stage trials but also in translational genomic studies in which research can be used in part as a means of making costly testing available to patients.

Mistaking Research for Treatment
What do we mean by misconception? Essentially, a misconception is an erroneous or mistaken belief about how something works, what something is, or why something occurs; it is a species of falsehood. In research settings, a particular false belief has been described by the term therapeutic misconception.

The notion of therapeutic misconception was first defined in the 1980s as a research participant’s mistaken belief that decisions about her personal medical care are being made solely for her benefit while she is a participant in a research study.¹ ² That is, participants might not appreciate the distinction between their roles as research participants contributing to the creation of generalizable knowledge and their roles as patients receiving personalized medical care. Since the introduction of the concept, others have conducted empirical studies of this phenomenon and have refined what constitutes therapeutic misconception.³⁻⁹ There has been recognition that it is not only patient-subjects who have misconceptions about the goals of the study in which they are enrolled but also researchers and clinicians.⁹⁻¹³ Therapeutic misconception, a concept that has been discussed and studied for several decades, is increasingly a challenge in
the current era of translational science (which has been referred to as research going from “bench to bedside to backyard”).

**Curbing Enthusiasm**

For the last 10 years, I have been a member of research ethics consultation services (RECS), first at the Mayo Clinic and currently at Penn State College of Medicine. RECS began appearing in large academic research institutions in the middle of the last decade of the 20th century and aim to maximize the benefits while at the same time minimizing the harms of science for research participants, patients, researchers, and the public. In this role, I have been asked to participate on studies—specifically, to be involved in the consent process. Good informed consent is not a one-time event; it is a continuous discussion during which a participant is reminded of the voluntary nature of her participation, the potential risks and benefits to her, and the purpose of her participation. Reiterating that research goals are based on research questions—not the participant’s condition—and that benefits to her are not expected can help minimize therapeutic misconception and the false beliefs it can generate. Investigators who have requested my participation have wanted assistance in addressing therapeutic misconception and in ensuring that research participants appreciated that the chief goal of the study was to generate generalizable knowledge.

One of the first studies on which I was consulted was an early adipose-derived human mesenchymal stromal cell trial for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients. The major purpose of my presence was to observe the consent process with patients. I would debrief with the investigator, who obtained participants’ consent, to share my reflections on how the conversation went; not uncommonly, I would point out participants whom I felt might not have understood ethically and clinically relevant distinctions between their participation in research and their parallel clinical care. Investigators also sought my expertise to assure themselves that they were keeping their own enthusiasm about potential benefits in check. Because ALS patients are vulnerable and desperate for a cure and because this was a stem cell trial and stem cells are considered new cutting-edge technology with complex risks, they believed it was critical to have my involvement and guidance.

**Trading False Beliefs for False Hope?**

Over time, my role became smaller because this investigative team was particularly sensitive to the nature of its participant population: desperate patients and families who might be vulnerable to even mere hints of hyperbole. This experience occurred about 7 or 8 years ago, but it stands out because while there was great potential for consent conversations to be muddled and unintentionally misleading—due to technical complexity and power imbalances among clinicians, investigators, and patient-subjects—they weren’t. That is, the team’s awareness of participants’ desperation, the hype around the technology, and their own enthusiasm and excitement about their novel
approach actually led to some of the best informed consent conversations I have witnessed. However, despite the thoughtful and deliberate steps the team took in recruiting and enrolling participants and in conducting informed consent discussions, some participants who enrolled held the false belief that they might benefit directly from participation. Indeed, because this was an early phase 1 trial with a novel approach to stem cell therapy, the chance for any kind of benefit to a participant was, as the saying goes, “slim to none, and slim was out of town.” The existence of therapeutic misconception and the extremely low chance of personal benefit raised an important ethical question about communication: How should one communicate clearly, truthfully, and compassionately to patient-subjects who have very little hope? One goal was to try to eliminate false beliefs without creating false hope.

My experience as a consultant on the ALS study has led me to assess more closely the role of hope in medicine versus research and to consider in more detail how to protect the good that comes from providing hope. How do we mitigate an unfounded hope in families and in patient-subjects whose prognosis is frightening—with no relief in sight except death—while not squashing an informed optimism, or what some have called therapeutic optimism? These types of discussions continue to be important for researchers to engage in with research ethicists and social scientists who study research participant attitudes, perceptions, and understanding, particularly in large research-intense academic medical centers. Here, in the epicenters of translational biomedical research, the difference between being a patient and a research participant is not always clear cut or black and white.

**Translational Genomic Research Challenges**

This gray space, where the boundaries between clinical care and research are blurry, can be complicated to navigate because of the custom of maintaining research and clinical care as two distinct activities, with no overlap. Maintaining a firm wall between the two is increasingly challenging, including in translational genomics. Translational genomic research, eg, studying the use of genome sequencing for diagnosis, identification of potential therapies, or prescribing medications is moving forward at a rapid pace. While these studies have clear research objectives about creating generalizable knowledge, findings with potential medical benefits to participants or their relatives can also be generated. As Churchill et al. have noted, such findings are “necessarily a secondary aim, a felicitous by-product of the major research purpose, and not the chief agenda.” It’s also a gray space because participation typically involves not much more than a blood draw or permission to use blood or other tissue left over from a clinical procedure, with the physical risks from a blood draw or clinical procedure that would be (or that had been) performed regardless of research participation seeming almost nonexistent. However, the lack of a tangible research intervention might make therapeutic misconception even more of a concern. My second example is a translation genomic study in oncology for which I was asked to join a research team as co-
investigator, with my primary role being the “curber of enthusiasm” (C Rentmeester, written communication, April 2018).

The specific translational genomic study—a clinical study in the view of the institutional review board but really a discovery study with no intervention—was aimed at seeing whether any targetable genomic changes in participants’ tumors could be identified with mate-pair sequencing.23 Mate-pair sequencing and analysis allow for ready identification of large deletions, duplications, and other structural changes to chromosomes that can affect gene function. The study team was specifically after targetable changes to the genome that would not otherwise be considered in clinical decision making about what chemotherapies to use for treatment. It was a discovery study, but it also had potential benefit to the individual participants because (1) most participants had failed standard therapy and (2) the sequencing might identify a molecular genetic target for a therapy that would not otherwise be used.

The investigators were cognizant of their limitations; that is, they knew they were extremely excited about the potential clinical benefit to individual participants. This exuberance, they knew, could possibly lead to biased informed consent discussions by overemphasizing potential benefits to participants. Similar to the ALS study, many of these participants were desperate for a beneficial treatment or cure. The investigators asked me to join the team to oversee the consent process as well as any “return of research results” communications to participants. As it happened, I ended up obtaining consent from many of the participants. I also participated in most of the communications with individual participants and with the participants’ oncologists when a research result rose to the level of being potentially clinically useful. My personal goal was to make the communications clear and explicit about what was actually known and had evidence behind it versus what was anecdotal and speculative. This task was challenging: the investigators were incredibly optimistic about their work, the oncologists were determined to find something for these patients, the technology was exciting, and we all wanted to do something for these research participants who were desperate patients. As biomedical scientists, bioethicists, and clinicians, we had each gotten into the business to help patients.

One participant whom I will likely remember for some time is AH, a woman in her mid-thirties with ovarian cancer. She had undergone several rounds of chemotherapy with limited success in shrinking the tumor. I had engaged her in the process of consent to the study and was involved in several subsequent conversations. In all of these interactions, I was challenged by my own desire to help AH remain optimistic while at the same time being realistic about the very small chance that this discovery research would identify her silver bullet. Even if a pathogenic variant in her tumor genome was identified that was targeted by a drug AH had not tried (because that gene was not usually targeted for her type of cancer), a number of steps would need to be taken in both research and
clinical labs to validate the finding. Then we would have to get access to the drug (likely for off-label use) or find a clinical trial for which AH qualified. Balancing optimism with realism was a continual challenge, especially with AH. I spoke with AH several times about her role as a research participant (not as a patient) in this discovery research project (with an emphasis on discovery) while also keeping her abreast of the study’s progress, hoping that hearing about it might help maintain her therapeutic optimism. I still sometimes wonder how successful I was in balancing optimism with realism.

**Conclusion**

Therapeutic misconception might not often be thought of as species of falsehood. Falsehood is about misunderstanding or thinking inaccurately about something. In therapeutic misconception, that “something” is the distinction between research participation, in which the relationship is between the investigator or study team and the participant, and clinical care, in which the relationship is between the patient and the clinician or clinical team. While some have argued that worrying about therapeutic misconception can undermine rather than promote participants’ understanding and informed consent,24 others argue that being concerned about therapeutic misconception and its clinical and ethical relevance is more important than ever because the assumptions of and relationships between researchers and participants (and clinicians and patients) can be rather muddled in translational research, learning health systems, and research-intensive academic medical centers,20 where clinicians are also investigators, patients are also participants, and research results can have clinical usefulness to participants.

Therapeutic misconception is a unique type of false belief, yet it is an important one in medical research and medicine. Clinicians and researchers alike need to continue being in tune to its challenges and should be able to recognize when they themselves are vulnerable to it. As I—and investigators who have pulled me into their studies—have discovered, individuals like me can fill a niche helping patients and investigators navigate the translational blurriness.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Added Points of Concern About Caring for Dying Patients

Annette Hanson, MD, Ron Pies, MD, and Mark Komrad, MD

This correspondence responds to “How Should Physicians Care for Dying Patients With Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis?,” which appeared in the August 2018 issue of the AMA Journal of Ethics.

If there is any doubt that the legalization of assisted suicide has changed the ethos of medicine, that question should be settled by Craig and Dzeng’s article, “How Should Physicians Care for Dying Patients with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis?” As psychiatrists and ethicists, we appreciate Craig and Dzeng’s attempt to highlight some central ethical issues involved in end-of-life care. However, we are deeply troubled by the article’s implicit message: namely, that physicians are acting ethically when they help patients kill themselves in such a way as to avoid legal liability. In our view, that self-serving calculation serves physicians’ interests—not patients’ well-being. We are also troubled by several critical omissions in the fictional Dr S’s evaluation and clinical management of “Donald”—a patient with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and extreme physical limitations who is requesting what the American College of Physicians rightly terms “physician-assisted suicide” (PAS).1

In the case, Dr S worries that despite these extreme physical limitations, Donald might somehow still be able to kill himself in a protracted or violent way, and he considers a lethal prescription to be an acceptable alternative means of death. Some proponents of assisted suicide assert that patients who seek medically assisted death are so determined to die that they will merely find another method if denied a prescription. Jones and Paton2 tested this method-substitution theory and found, on the contrary, that having an assisted suicide law on the books did nothing to reduce the rate of “natural” (ie, nonassisted) suicides. States that offered physician-assisted suicide had no reduction in nonassisted suicides.2 Conversely, states without assisted suicide laws had similar increases in nonassisted suicides as states with the laws.2 However, having an assisted suicide law on the books does increase total state suicide rates by 11.79% when a range of factors are controlled for.2 Indeed, evidence from Oregon suggests there might be a “contagion” effect, owing to highly publicized cases of PAS, such as that of Brittany Maynard.3

Craig and Dzeng write that their fictional patient must pass through “rigorous psychological testing” in order to obtain a lethal script. Yet neither Washington State nor Oregon have legislated mandatory psychological evaluation or testing for patients who
request assisted suicide.\textsuperscript{4,5} In reality, only 3.5% of Oregon patients given prescriptions were referred for psychiatric evaluation in 2017.\textsuperscript{4} In The Oregon Death with Dignity Act: A Guidebook for Health Care Professionals, the Task Force to Improve the Care of Terminally-Ill Oregonians acknowledges that, in practice, the act’s statutory safeguards do not adequately protect people with mental illness.\textsuperscript{6} Nor do assisted suicide laws require a voluntary referral for mental health care as part of the informed consent process.

In the fictionalized vignette, Dr S never explores factors in Donald’s request that could stem from subtle forms of coercion, such as pressure from family members to end his life. Nor is there any assessment of cognitive distortions that might be clouding the patient’s judgment. Instead, in the case, Donald’s apparent motivations are rather credulously accepted at face value. Nor does Dr S offer Donald mental health care and counseling in his discussion of treatment alternatives. This is particularly worrying, given that 35% to 50% of ALS patients have cognitive deficits related to decision-making capacity.\textsuperscript{7}

The authors are concerned about the “significant harm” that can come from denying a patient’s autonomy and agency, and “the potential harms of refusing to prescribe lethal drugs.” Yet they cite no empirical data showing that a physician’s refusal to prescribe lethal medication leads to any type of “significant harm.” As psychiatrists, we recognize that temporary limitations on patient autonomy and agency—coupled with empathic counseling—can lead to continued life, re-engagement, and a renewed sense of meaning even in the face of a terminal illness.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Response to “Added Points of Concern About Caring for Dying Patients”
Alexander Craig, MPhil and Elizabeth Dzeng, MD, PhD, MPH

This correspondence responds to a letter to the editor, “Added Points of Concern About Caring for Dying Patients,” which was written in response to “How Should Physicians Care for Dying Patients With Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis?”

We are grateful to Hanson, Pies, and Komrad for raising important issues regarding the mental health aspects of Donald’s case. The issues presented are indeed ethically challenging, and this case conjures strong views and emotions on all sides.

It is unfortunate that this letter’s authors perceive Dr S’s careful scrutiny of the laws to be motivated by avoiding liability instead of by protecting Donald’s best interests. We could equally claim that Dr S is attempting to navigate the law in order to provide physician aid in dying (PAD) for a patient whom he thinks should be eligible. We agree that the framing presented by these authors appears self-serving, but there is no reason to assume this is Dr S’s primary motivation. Certainly, Dr S’s motives should be considered and evaluated, but we suggest they are not a central feature of the case.

The issue specifically raised by the case is not whether PAD is ethically, morally, or legally justifiable, although this is certainly a worthy question for another forum. Rather, the issue is whether a physician who agrees that PAD can be acceptable acts ethically by agreeing to provide PAD for a patient who lacks the physical capacity to fulfill an explicit dictum of the law. Dr S’s personal views on PAD notwithstanding, we stress that whether a physician decides to prescribe lethal drugs under PAD laws is a deeply personal and moral decision. Refusing PAD could damage the physician-patient relationship and continuity of care, as well as contribute to potential feelings of abandonment, as described in our paper—harms that are as important to account for as they are difficult to quantify empirically. The Dale lawsuit against the University of California Board of Regents, University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Health, and other defendants is one example in which a patient and family felt egregiously harmed by the physician’s refusal to provide PAD. Indeed, patients’ stress and confusion as a result of their inability to find a prescribing physician represents a challenge not infrequently encountered during the short time that PAD has been legal in California.

We acknowledge that the mental health aspects of PAD generally are significant, but it would be a miscalculation to assume that patients only seek PAD because of underlying
mental illness. There is therefore no reason to suppose that compassionate psychiatric counseling will suffice for all patients seeking PAD. Referral for psychiatric evaluation might sometimes be warranted, but clinicians should recognize that mental health is but one important feature in cases like Donald’s. Safeguards such as whether to mandate mental health evaluations must balance patient protection and patient access to PAD.2

We reiterate the importance of exploring other potential motivations Donald might not have disclosed, including limited financial resources and inadequate palliative care services. We agree that familial coercion would be ethically troubling and should be regarded as a source of worry about how requests for PAD are considered. Clinicians must likewise remember that though potential mandated mental health screening might identify impaired cognition, decision-making capacity can still be intact in patients with cognitive deficits.

It is not difficult to imagine a situation in which a patient like Donald—even with extreme physical limitations—turns to violent methods of suicide when convinced that no other options exist. While Dr S must consider this possibility, and while suicide rates are certainly important to consider, it is inappropriate to reduce the calculation of whether to offer PAD, where legal, to a mere weighing of one method of death versus another. Not all patients who obtain PAD prescriptions end up using them3; perhaps patients see the main benefit not solely in their use but in reclaiming a measure of autonomy and control over their lives. Focusing mainly on depression in end-stage disease ironically omits from deliberation the patient’s experience and “sense of meaning” that the letter’s authors, and we ourselves, would agree must remain the primary focus.
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